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NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY EVENING. JULY 25. 1905.
CHILDREN ARE

COMMANDER YOUNG A MAN OF

US
Parents

While

HE

ON

STOOD

HIS

DECK

Washington, July 25. Commander
Lucten Young, who was ashore at the
time the explosion occurred on the
Bennington In San Diego harbor, has
had his share of hair breadth escapes.
The one which is best remembered,
although it occurred many years ago,
was in connection with the wreck of
the Huron. That was In the early "70s
and Young was only a Junior officer.
One evening In the late fall the old
sloop of war Huron put out from the
harbor of Norfolk. It Is said that she
was not in condititon to get to sea,
and it is whispered about the navy department, that some of the officers had
dined too freely or their Judgment
would have been, better; but that was
a long time ago-- and the navy Is full
of gossip.
The fact remains that she put to sea
in the face of threatening weather and
with boilers which soon showed themselves Inadequate to cope with the
stress and strain of a northeast 'gale.
In the course of the evening It became
apparent that the boilers were not
making steam, and before 10 o'clock
the engines were quite helpless and
the ship was drifting.
By this time the Huron had made
way down the coast of North Carolina to a point near Kitty Mawk and
northwest storm had developed
into a hurricane before which the
ship was driving helpless upon the

te

'

'
breakers.
It was then that Luclen Young and
a boatswain mate responded to a call
for volunteers to man the life line.
Taking a "balsa," which is a species
of light float made for work in the
surf, and the life line connecting with
the ship, they sprang Into the sea and
swam for the shore.
It was a fight for their lives and for
that of the crew. After what seemed
an eternity to the swimmers, they
jeached the shore, more dead than
alive.

'But after a brief rest they went to
work on the deserted beach, for their
distress had not been discovered, and
succeeded In rigging a' line from the
fast breaking up ship to a tree on
shore. Over this line they operated
device, and
the traveler
nearly all of the crew were.rescued.
life-savin- g

AMERICAN GIRL

MAKES'BRILLIANT
London With
Noble Son of Titled
House.
in

Marriage

THEY

LEAVE

London, July

IN AN AUTOMOBILE
25.

The marriage of

"Miss Alberta Sturges, daughter of Mrs.

Francis H. Leggett of New York, to
George Charles Montagu, M. P., for
Huntingdenshlre and nephew of the
earl of Sandwich, at St. Paul's church,
Xnightsbrldge, this afternoon, was one
of the brightest ever seen. The scene
In the churfch was a very pretty one.
The bridesmaids, among them Lady
Marporle Manners, Miss Ieila Paget,
Miss Padelford and MIsb Ruby Lindsay, were all gowned In white.
After the bride and bridegroom had
driven away from i the church every
one repaired to Mrs. Leggett's residence, No. 12 Bruton street, where refreshments of all kinds were dispensed. Later the bridal couple left
for the country in an automobile.
Early next week Mr. Montague and
his bride will go to Venice, where
Lady La Yard has offered them for
August her residence, the Capello
palace.
RATHER DIE THAN
RETURN HOME

New York, July 25. The desire to
escape deportation led to a tragedy
on board the steamer Grosser der
Kurfurst, bound for Bremen. While
the steamer was passing through the
narrows, one of a group of Immigrants
declared unfit to remain In this country, suddenly leaped overboard. The
liner was stopped, and for nearly fifteen mtnuteg the life boat rowed bak
and forth over the edily which marked
the point at which the suicide went
down, but without success.
SLEYSTER

BACK FROM
CALIFORNIA JAUNT

B. A. Sleyster the real estate and
tire Insurance agent, who spent his
vacation on the Pacific coast, principally at San I)lego and San Francisco,
returned home last niht, and when
met by a Citizen representative this
morning, said:
"I had a bully time one of the best
of my lift--, and regret that I could not
stay longer."
At San Diego he made a record for
himself as a fisherman, this fact having been announced to the public in
The Citizen the other day. lie says
Henry Drockmeier. formerly of thi
city. Is doing well a a seller of reaj
estate at Sao Diego, and that
J. W. Kdwards is making
money as a groceryman at National
City. He met other Albuquerqueans
oj hlL :r!p through southern and central California, and reports all of them
prospering.

IF CHINA WANTS TO BOYCOTT

BURNED ALIVE

NERVE AND NARROW ESCAPES
Took a Line Ashore From the Sinking Ship in a
Hurricane and Saved the Crew of the
Sloop of War Huron.

NUMBER 193

SMALL BLAZE TODAY AT

are

at
GASOLINE STOVE DOES'

Consumed

Work-Th- ree

ATTORNEY RODEY'S HOME

ITS DEADLY WORK

.but Oldest

This morning at 11 o'clock the fire
department was called to the resi-

All

LET HER COME AHEAD

the United States Need

Do Is to Slap

a Little
Duty on Chinese Goods Coming to This
Country and Chink Will Lose.

Pittsburg, Pa., July 24. Two dead,
two fatally burned and three others
dence of Attorney B. S. Rodey, 802
seriously Injured, is the result of an
Kent avenue, to extinguish a small MANAGES TO ESCAPE FROM explosion of
a gasoline stove early toblaze In the kitchen. The fire was
day at the home of Ievl Kosher,
put out with chemicals and the dambutcher, at Biaddock, Pa. The dead
AMID A RAIN OF BULLETS age was very slight.
are:
IT'S MIGH1Y EASY TO BUY WHAT HE WANT ELSEWHERE
House-Little
The
Burning
beThe blaze started oa the floor
Harry and Mary Titus, twins, age
range,
neath the kitchen
which had
7 years.
become overheated, and when smoke
Ones Cried for Papa
Fatally burned, Mrs. Sarah Titus,
Then Young made his way to the near- commenced
pour
Into the kitchen
Washington,
mother, and Elsie, aged 3 years.
D. C, July 25. If
est telegraph station and made his from beneathto the floor,
China sells to the United States,
the cook
The father and two other children China carries this new boycott policy taking the year 1904
Mamma
and
report of the affair to the navy de- thought the whole house was
as typical,
fire
on
too
are
Berlously
far,
explosion
poUnited
burned.
is
The
States
the
partment.
in a
worth of goods a year. Tha
and telephoned to the Are departwas
or
to
by
a
sition
adopt
overturning
caused
retaliatory
measures
the
principal items In this trade are raw
This resulted in the first of his sub- ment.
stantial promotions.
BUT THEY CRIED ALOUD IN VAIN gasoline stove on which Mrs. Titus which will hardly fall to be effective. 8llk, tea, hides, opium and wool. The
It
was
la
not
preparing
the
breakfast.
desire
of President raw silk Imported by . the United
The next time Luclen Young was
Roosevelt to adopt ftarsh measures, States from China amounted
called upon to face death at close TAFT AND PARTY
In 1904.
and
the
United
States
will
not begin to nearly $10,000,000, the tea imported
range was during the Spanish-AmericaJuly 25. While Babatlno de MONTANA LAND
Denver,
throwing
IN
ENTERTAINED
JAPAN
stones
It
is
until
found
that amounted to over $7,000,000, hld
war, when he was in command of
Dominco and his wife were working
!,nrowng protests proves ineffective. came
up to $2,600,000, wool to $2,300,-00- 0
ADP
HFADn
PDaimC
the Hist, and It fell to his lot to enter
In their market garden on their ranch
; But
tKL,
I
IlLflltLJ
KtUUJ
are
there
stones
in
Uncle
Sam's
Yokohoma, July 25. Secretary of in
and opium to $1,194,000.
the harbor of Manzanalo on the south
county,
Park,
Adams
Retreat
three
pockets.
But the chief advantage of this
shore of the Island of Cuba, drive out War Taft and party received a dem- of their children were burned to death
The United States is a better mar- trade to China and
Helena, Mont., July 25. The case of
the Spanish gunboats
the chief danger
which were onstrative welcome to Japan, the prin- today In a summer kitchen back of the
ket
for
China
than
China
is for the to China If the boycott continues
the United State against R, M. Cobthere and then cut the cables. This he cipal buildings, streets and wharves house.
United
States.
Consequently,
fifty-twIf it lies In the faot that it Is all free of
ban and
of the city and the shipping In the
others under indictaccomplished under a heavy fire.
The oldest child, Lorlna, aged 8, was ment for perjury and subornation In comes to closing markets, China has duty, with
the single .exception of
The Spaniards on shore proved harbor being gaily decorated.
only
to
escaped
one
most
who
lose.
the
was
and
she
.Taking
figures
the
for wool. Out of the total Imports of
connection with western Montana tim- 1904
A noisy display with fire works
very aggressive and poured a deadly
says
injured.
as
Indicating
chilShe
while
that
the
the current run of $29,345,081. which the United ' State
ber frauds, was called for trial today
Are Into the cable cutters, and at one along the streets announced the arrivwere playing around the stove, before Federal Judge Hunt. These are trade of late years, it amiears that gets trom China,
$20,679,247 are
time Capt. Young, who personalty al of the ship Manchuria at 7 o'clock dren
baby's dress caught on fire and at cases In which the government alleges the United States sold to China
goods which are on the free JJst. of
commanding one of the cntters. was this morning, and continued until the the same
our
while
moment
purchases
the
children's
the
other
from
Now a duty on raw silk or tea-e- ven
lands were procured under the stone China
In the midst of a vertlable rain of vessel was docked.
in that year wer t29.S4R.nsi
a small duty would put a crimp
The party departed for Toklo at 10 dresses caught. Lorlna ran from the and timber acts with the understand- Kven when
Spanish bullets. One ripped his sleeve
Hongkong,
which is Brit- Into Chinese business with the United
ing that they were to be turned over ish
and another touched him lightly on
"c"""w
territory,
inbut
commercially,
perished
Is States which
inhaled the flames and
by the agent to Senator William A. part of
make merchants
Multitude
the shoulder.
China, is added, our sales to In Shanghai sitwould
up. And that Is the
Upon the arrival at Toklo, Secre- - 8tantly- - The house was destroyed,
Clark, In whose possession they now the Oriental
An experience of a different nature
market
amount
to but remedy which Is open
are. The lands are valued at nearly
the United
which brought Luclen Young into the ary Taft and his principal staff were I
l!3,320,986.
if the United States States If it appears thattodrastic
$1,000,000 and the Indicted persons in- should
measpublic eye occurred at the time of the .aken to Shlha. where a detached DAI IPV Hfll HFP
turn
about
stop
and
buying
ures are to be necessary.
clude men In every walk of life.
&
v
revolution in the Hawaiian Islands. juiace was proviuen ior meir accom-- 1
129,000,000 worth of China's goods,
There is no article which we boy
The insurrectionists had deposed nodatlon. Miss Roosevelt accompa-- l
boycott might assume a new as- from China
which we could not get
Queen Lllioukalanl and had raised the led Minister Grlscom to the Ameripect.
A
DEMAND
LEGAL
WAS PASSED
SENTENCE
as
from other countries.
Tea
American flag at Honolulu. Their can legation. The voyage was unThe people in The United 8tates will well
come from India, silk from
American war vessels had arrived In eventful and the party are all well.
ON SENATOR MITCHELL who will suffer most by the Chinese France and India, hides
from the Arthe harbor under the command of Adboycott are the manufacturers of cot- gentine, and
.
-wool from the nam
miral Erwln.
ton cloths and of mineral oils. These country and
Investigation of all Insurance
AGED FATHER OF
Australia.
Portland, Oregon, July' 25. United two Items, with flour and breadstuffs,
The latter ordered Young to go
Even the Chinese mattings, of
Mitchell,
of constitute the largest part
Senator
convicted
States
ashore and haul down the flag. Young
PRESIDENT DIES
in,
United
Companies
of our which we buy $1,000,000 worth a
using his office of United States sen- trade with China.
declined. He told his superior officer
year, could as well come from Japan,
was
practice
to
his
ator
law
further
Again,
taking
that he would submit gladly to
figures
the
1904, and now that the war Is over, prob.
Chicago, July 25. Samuel Harper,
States.
today sentenced to pay a fine of $1,000 which are the only completeof statisbut he never would have It father of President Harper, of the
ably will.
and six months penal servitude.
tics available, It is found that we sold
said of him that he hauled down his University of Chicago, died here toThere was a time when fire crackPending
by
case
a
review
of
the
the
country's flag.
Chinese,
the
(Including
Hongkong
ers had to come from China, or the
;
day,, aged 87.
WUjJ BE NATIONAL supreme court, the execution of sen- sales), $7,295,652 worth of mineral
MOVEMENT
He was not courtmartlaled.
oil.
boy would be at a. lows to
tence will be deferred. ,In the mean- and in the same year, manufactured American
After the Spanish war Commander
the glorious Fourtb, but
time, Mitchell will be placed under cotton cloths amounting to $1,100,000. celebrate
Young was made captain of the port JAPAN'S ENVOY IS
that day has passed, and the growth,
Inter-Ocea-n
he
Chicago, July
ball to the amount of $2,000.
and wheat flour and foodstuffs amount of American fire cracker
of Havana and while stationed there
factories la
JOHNNY ON THE SPOT today says: "A big convention of the
ing to $4,830,146. In addition to the Indicated In the regular decline
had an escape which is not chronicled
policy holders for the purpose of de- OLD FIRE TEAM RESPONDED
above articles there was some struct Item of Import from nearly of that
in the official records.
He was re
ural iron, wood, tobacco, clocks and million dollars worth in 1897 tohalf a
turning to his vessel in the harbor one
New York, July 25. Baron Komura, manding an investigation of the afabout
evening, after a day in town. As he ' Tb nancn rianna nanlnnfontlurr
IP. fairs of every life Insurance company
FROM FORCE OF HABIT maps sold in that market.
half that sura last year.
was alout to mount the ladder from rived on the fast train from Chicago in the country, is the aim of the Ire
his small boat, being a heavy man and tht mnrnlnff. Th nartVhaii been quois ciur or cnicago, wmcn nas ianen
the light not very good, he swayed traveling for seventeen days and will the Initial steps towards starting the, This morning whenthe alarm of PENNSYLVANIA
VICAR GENERAL
backward into the waters of Havana rest a few days here.
.
niiunui movement, hi a meeting ui fire was turned in from the Rodey
.
plodding
was
team
home,
ciuu,
fire
the
old
executive
uumuiuiee
oi
harbor.
uie
lue
was along with the city sprinkler on North
a (resolution
held yesterday,
FOOD OFFICER
His bullies caught him by the heels SWEDISH RIKSDAG
IS ELEVATED AT
adopted empowering the organization Fouith street. When near Tijeras
as he went down and pulled him back
memwagon
to
Ova
a
.
avenue,
committee
fire
horses
and
Into the tender.
the
PPo't
AfTIHIW
TAKF
IrllM- -l
IJL AlIlUiljtters
to 1nTlte .legates from other dashed by on the way to th fire.
clubs to meet and consider the feasa- When the old bays heard, the clang Will Prosecute Beef Trust Milwaufeje toPIaccIof Bishop
Stockholm, July 25. The specialJ Wllty of the pIan
of the bell and the clatter of the wagon
NEW ORLEANS
committee appointed by the Riksdag
on the pavement,
they snorted,
For Embalming Meat v
of the New Dio- to deal with the crisis which has been
Closing Stock Quotations.'
up their' heads and responded
threw
created by the revolution, today de-- j
New York, July 25, Closing prices: to the alarm from force of habit. De?
'
Sold There.
V
REPORTS NO livered its report. The committee de-- Atchison, 8TV6: N. Y. C, 144; Penn-clare- s spite the fact that they were attached
cese ::X:Hi ; v;
unanimously that the govern- - sylvanla, 140; S. P.,
t
U. P., to the heavy sprinkler, which was
?
ment bill cannot be adopted In the 127: pfd.,
Copper, 8394; U. S. full of water, the old team literally
A LIVELY
It
which
presented
in
TIME
form
was.
IS
tothe
EXPECTED
g,f
pfd.,
up
a
tote
dor.en
OF
the
101.
earth
for
half
SUPERIOR
New Cases in the Virulent Riksdag, and proposes that the Rlks-JUST
CREATED
blocks and the driver of the sprinkler
dag shall signify its willingness to ne
great
difficulty.
kept
wtth
his
seat
Yellow Fever Epigotiate with Norway for a dissolution ANOTHER SAVING
This Is the first time that the old
Harrlsburg, Pa., July 25. A criminMilwaukee, Wis., July 25. The cereof the union If the newly elected
team has made a run since they were al prosecution of the "beef trusts" Is
COUNTY
TO
THE
requests
monies attending the elevation
storthing
the dissolution of
demic
of
retired from active service, and their about to be
instituted by Dr.J W. H. Vicar General Augustine F. Eciiir.mr
the union or If such request is re
novel performance was the cause of Warren,
refunding
$70,400
The
bonds
dairy
food
state
pleblclte
and
commisNorway
ceived from
after a
much comment on the streets today. sioner. Various
of bishop o the new
charges will be used, to the posltics
of the Norwegian people declared in ' of Bernalillo county, which have '
f L'uperlor tocU place In St.
NOW
AFFLICTING
THAT
CITY favor of dissolution.
It is alleged, to the effect that the diocese
9 been advertised In The Citizen
Jo!
this n.i.uic r.nd
sV
meat sold in Pennsylvania has been
SACRIFICED HIS LIFE
the past few weeks, were this
-wei .
T morning awarded to N. W.
rii .rireslvt
i.atuie The
subjected to treatment with preserva- catr-Harris V
WESTERN
THE
1,-".
c ;:f tmot
New Orleans, July 25. No early re& Co., of Chicago, they agreeing Y
FOR LOVED ONES tives.
capa
uy
(,
ports of death from yellow fever have
irt,' ( , n ( .
to take bonds bearing 4V4 per 'f
AMATEUR GOLFERS
Rome-CBit")
iH
i'v 'trf . tate.
been received at the board of health
cent interest.
New York. July 25. After savtng THREE MEET DEATH
The
rr.c c .v ' reo ,y . Igrl
All the other bids, which had Y
today. In today's mall was sent out a
"
a
with
his mother and sister, who
. e papal
Chicago, 111.. July 25. Under condi(:::tsau to the
been submitted, railed for 5 per
circular to every physician In the city
IN MINE EXPLOSION Falcon
score of others were for a time In
United rt(i-f- ,
vh3 WE3 crust? J l
urging a rrompt report of all cases of tions of a most favorable character the " cent bonds.
Newman,
fire,
great peril from
Nathan
Bishops '
This Is a good sale, and places
rl R'fn Bav. 1 is
annual championship tournament of
fever of any nature.
Bat Iff, N. W. S., July 25. While a Marquetn
twenty years old, today lost his own
Bernalillo county on a very low
the Western Golf association opened
cf La Cr
iwtack
THE ATTACK S OF
today on the links of the Glen View
interest basis, the saving to the 'life in a Brooklyn tenement house numher of miners were at work in the and McGolH:- r Tuluth. All oi
fire. When the fire started, Newman Bankhead mine, an explosion of dyna- priests of
A VIRULENT CHARACTER club. The contestants include this
county on this sale alone .amount- r r , r,;cr diocese were In
got through safely, but went back for mite occurred which wrought awful attendance.
ing to over $1,000 per year.
At (h? ontlupion of the
Washington, July 25. The report year nearly all the prominent ama-teu- s
his mother and sister. He assisted havoc In the mine and killed three ceremonies mai,y ccrtly presents were
The board of county com mis- of the middle west. The play tofrom Surgeon White of the public
overmen. The bodies of the men were bestowed upoi Ue ncwl
them to a safe place but was
health and mcr'ne hospital service sta- day was confined to the qualifying f s ion era did wise to accept the bid
consecrated
come himself. The property damage blown to pieces. Several others were bishop.
of the Chicago bankers.
tioned at New Orleans says that the rounds. The tournament will coninjured.
was small.
Augustine F. Scblnner was bora
city authoiiiies concede twelve cases tinue until the end of the week.
May 1, 1863, in this city. He received
of yellow fever and eight deaths, but
DID LIDKE INTEND TO
his preliminary education at the paroadds that there are probably many
chial schools, graduating
more cases. Those so far observed
in
1878.
BLOW LP THE HIGH LIFE? Easily first among his
are of a virulent type.
classmates la
the classics, he early chose the priestWhat Is believed to have been a hood as his calling, and entered St,
THE LEAGUE OF
well laid plan to blow up the High Francis seminary. He was graduated
LOAN SOCIETIES.
.
Life saloon In Old Albuquerque, whlch from the seminary and ordained to
New York, July 25. The United
resort was forced to close down a few the priesthood in 1886. His first
States league of Local Building and
weeks ago, has Just been discovered charge was at Richfield, Washington.
Loaa associations is to hold its annual
by the finding of a rudely constructed county, Wisconsin, where he remained
meetng in this city tomorrow and
bomb under the floor of the building about one year, when continued frail
Thursday.
Delegates
representing
formerly occupied by the saloon.
health made his resignation Imperastate leagues throughout the country
The bomb was In the nature of a tive. In 1887 Father Schlnner became
are arriving to take part in the conbeer bottle, filled with giant powder. a professor at St. Francis seminary
vention. The gathering will be called
The cork was driven into the necK and remained there five years, resignto order tomorrow morning by Presithe bottle and a fuse, constructed ing to become secretary and chancelof
dent A. L. Gutheil, of Shelbyville, Ind.
of a piece of lamp wick, soaked in lor to Archbishop Katzer. A short
The chief feature of the opening sesoil, extended through a small hole in time later he was
l
made
sion will be the annual report of the
the cork and under the powder.
of the archldiocese, which posinational secretary, C. F. Cellarlous, of
Although the bomb was not of such tion he continued to hold until
Cincinnati, showing the progress and
a powerful nature that It would have pointment as bishop of superior.his appresent condition of building and loan
blown up the building. It Is believed
societies throughout the country.
that It would have set fire to tae
structure and destroyed It. The find THE BENNINGTON WAS
A MIX-UIN LOS ANGELES
Ing of this infernal machine at the
IN THE FISTIC ARENA.
High Life. leads mahy to believe that
FLOATED LAST NIGHT
Los Angeles, Cal., July 25. Unless
the fire which rocently destroyed the
building occupied by the Southwestern
4pomeibing unJ'oiset n occurs to pre
Washington. P. C. July 25. A tele-- ",
Liquor & Cigar company, Lldke's
vent It, the newly organized Pacific
place of Imslness on North Third gram recelvod at the navy dopart-men- t
Athletic club of this city will open
says that the Bennington was
street, might have been of Incendiary
its new boxing pavilion tonight with
floated at 6:20 o'clock last night, and
origin.
a twenty round bout between Tommy
is now alongside the wharf. The disHums of Detroit, and Hugo Kelly, the
patch adds that a thorough examinaROADS WANT A
Milwaukee boy, who recently sctired
UNIFORM TICKET. tion of the ship will be made.
a decision over "Philadelphia Jack"
O'Brien. The men will fmht at 158
New York. July 25. The uniform
pounds. Judging from the past recticket committees of the American SECRETARY WILSON
ords of the two fighters, their meetand Canadian railroads met here toing should result in a fast and InterIS ON SICK LIST
day to confer on the adoption of a
esting contest.
They met once beuniform ticket contract.
The value
fore at Detroit, the bout resulting in a
f a uslform contract, In which all
Washington, July 25. Secretary of
draw after ten rounds of lively millthe roads would Join, can scarcely be Agriculture,
ing.
James Wilson, is confined
the passenger agents to
his apartments as a result of an
declare.
is
It
It
believed
would
that
Texas Farmers Meet.
tffectually put the ticket scalpers out attack of acute indigestion. He waa
College Station, Texas, July 25.
of business.
After months of effort taken ill yesterday but continued at
There was a large and representative
and consultation the committee has his department throughout the day.
atendance to) ay at the opening of the
now devised a contract which It be He expects to return to duty by tomoreighth annual Texas Farmers'
conlieves all roads will be willing to row.
gress at the state Agricultural and
adct as uniform.
Mechanical college. The sessions are
Word comes from El Paao, that
to continue three days. Addresses
Charl-- s Schleter, of Clayton, Union Horton Moore, formerly an attorney
and papers will be presented by leadcounty, who was In the city yester- of this city, but for the past few years
ing members of the state associations
day to attend a meeting of the sheep at Las Cruces, is in a hospital at the
of live stock growers, cotton planters,
sanitary board, of which he is a mem Pass city. He had a hemorrhage tha
ginners, swine breeders and
ber, returned to his northern home other day, but was reported better
j
last night.
yesterday.
$29,-345.0-81
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GLORIOUS APJJIERBCAM WBCTORY AT SUM
Commodore John Paul Jones
Meets the British Off
Their Own Coast.

COMPANY

TERRIBLE LOSSES ON BOTH SIDES

y

Albuquerque, - New Mexico

4

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED FROM
OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT
WITH
COMMODORE
JONES'S
SQUADRON, THE
FOLLOWING
HIGHLY
INTERESTING
DISPATCHIT WAS FORWARDED
BY OFFICIAL COURIER FROM
THE TEXEL ,TO DR. FRANKLIN,
OUR AMBASSADOR TO FRANCE,
AND
BY
A
THENCE
SWIFT
PHILADELPHIA,
PACKET
TO
WHERE IT WAS FIRST PLACED
IN THE HANDS OF HIS EXCEL
LENCY, SAMUEL HUNTINGTON,
PRESIDENT OF CONGRESS. WHO
TRANSMITTED
IMMEDIATELY
IT TO OUR OFFICE THI3 IS
THE FIRST PUBLICATION OF
THE GLORIOUS NEWS, WHICH
HAS REACHED US IN THE UN- PRECEDENTEDLY SHORT TIME
DAYS.
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By Special Courier From Our War
Correspondent With the American
Squadron.
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By Cyrus Townsend Brady,

On Board

TRUST

MONTEZUMA

;

THE

V

Ship Serapis, at
3. 1779.

I

The pride of Britain has heen most
thoroughly humbled by the unexampled victory achieved over one of her
finest frigates, the Serapls, 44. by
Commodore John Paul .Tones, in the
U. S. Ship. Bonhomme Richard, after
nearly three hours of the most desperate fighting ever seen on the narrow seas.
The events of the cruise up to the
middle of Sent ember, which has been
brilliantly successful. In spite of the
continued insubordination of the captain, have been previously despatched
Early In the afternoon of
4o you.
Thursday, the 23d of September, the
Richard, the Pallaa and the Alliance
Righted the Baltic merchant fleet off
FlamborouRh headland under convoy
of two ships of war, one of which, it
was a
was dlscovered.
The Richard and the Pallas at once
crowded fail to close with the enemy,
who boldly interposed between ub
and the convoy flying !n great confu-nlofor the shelter of Scarborough
harbor. The Alliance, whose captain.
Iandals, has been moRt mutinous and
disobedient throughout the cruise, was
bull down to the southward and paid
no attention to signals.
The wind was light and variable,
and it vao not until 6 bells in the
second dog watch (7 p. m.) that we
Kot within hail of the larger ship
waiting for us about two leagues
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Officer and Directors:
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLD3,... President
M. W. FLOURNOY,...VIce
President
FRANK McKEE
Cashier
W. W. WOODS
Assistant Cashier
H. F. RAYNOLDS
Director

(Drawn From a Description Sent by Our Special Correspondent.)
BOTH SHIPS ON FIRE.
ITTI.E BETWEEN THE BONHOMME RICHARD AND SERAPIS;
SCENE DURING THE
deplorable. She was making water which proved to be (formerly) H. B.
'"'
i,'t!last and was on fire. Some 2"0 Brit- - M. S. Serapis. 44, Captain Richard.
prisoners in the hold were now re- - Pearson, a ship outclassing the Bonhe. having put up his helm, we ran lsh
unner nomme Kicnara by anout nve to tnree
Before leased by the niaste;
him aboard his port quarter.
v.n nv.tnu
.nui.t liu taulift ho ilrew the apprehension that we were sink- Above 2i0 men of the Serapis' com
"L.-"- -,
..
u
In,i Ing. Thev at once rushed for the plement of over 300 were killed or
gunner became panic wounded and we tout of our own
no euns hearing, the combat quieted hatchways. The
and gained the quarterdeck, brave tellowB near 150. The sufferings
for a little space, until the Richard, stricken.
The commodore of the wounded were most terrible,
forging ahead, and the enemy back- crying: "Quarter."
Jwtt and many died on the run to this
ing, we got alongside once more, only knocked hin sentfeless' with the
and when the enemy's place, notwithstanding the skill and
closer, and the battle recommenced, of his nlstoK
the gunner's cry, devotion of both the British and Amor- we giving and receiving terrible pun- cantaln. hearing
the commo- - lean surgeons. Full lists of the killed
ishment. Finally, about 8 of the clock, asked If we had struck,
"I have not yet and wounded will be transmitted
we were within plat jl shot of her, dore answe.ed him:Whereat,
fight."
those of later.
when 'he enemy hauled ahead, ena- - bemtn toheard,
who
cheered mightily, and
it is with preat regret that I chron
bllnir the Richard to blanket the en- 'I'lii t lit i ii n iit'f in' in itf iiiii v i t
in
tne Alliance wt'iii ui ii
At tnts point
ciiiy,
Rlcnard our noblV ship. It was so cut up and
Lieutenant
Meanwhile
ranged along our unengaged side and
commander
had
no
Dale,
whom
In
wrecked,
than
everv
of
that
suite
effort
opened fire on us, to our great astonor a braver second, with it was impossible to save her, and the
ishment anil horror. We cried our ever a betterpresence
of mind and re- - second morning after the fight she
incredible
name and signaled tj her. but to no source,
had cot the British prisone'S sank, eoinsr down h.iw foremost, with
avail. It .was Impossible she mistook
keep the l(ich- - the fine silk American colors under
us for the enemy, for the Richard was to man the pumps and
com- - which she fought, flying from her gaff
black ship, the other a white one. ard from sinking. In this, the
tne orderly end. The commodore left the dead
After killln? twelve men by her .fire, modore seconded him. andprisoners
be- tler, vowing they could wish no
including Mr. Caswell, she left us, had to shoot one of the
fore they would obey and get to the better coffin. The prisoners say they
thanking God for her departure.
Richard's men never met such desperate fighting, in
The enemy having lost way, the pumps. This left thefighting.
By the which our men agree. They say they
the
Richard drew ahead and the commo- tree to continue
the unhurt could sink us. but not conquer us.
dore promptly laid her athwart the commodore's direction, quarter
ueeK True. America never
on the
will be con
other's hawse. The enemy now back- were now shifted
over and their fire qnered by Britaii.
ed his altersall, but only succeeded
Tnp conr80 of ,he Alliance Is miiph
in swinging into us as we ranged roncemraieu on uie ei.eu.j s iim.ualong his starboard side. His bower mast, wnicn was soon louermg.
censured in the squadron, and it is
fighting
aloft
smart
There had been
believed that her captain will be
anchor caugTit in our mizzen chains,
grapnels were also thrown, and in a among the topmen since we grappled,for cowardice and
entreason and receive the fate he so
minute she was fast to us, the com- and our fellows had cleared the
:
observ-tops.
The commodore,
richly meiita.
Had he been disln- modore with his own hands, passing emy's
to fight he yet had the help
clined
the lashing. The enemy made des- tng this, and indeed nothing escaped
perate efforts to cut the anchor fas- him in that hot action, ordered gren - i,.ss convoy at his mercy and would
tenings in the hope of swinging clear, ades thrown on the enemy, which was have sunk, burned or captured them
but man after man who tried it. was most skillfully done by Midshipman at will. The Pallas, which somewhat
One grenade, failing tnruign over matched her, took the other
shot down, the commodore himself
using the musquets of the marines the after hatchwav. kindled a pile of, British shin, which nroved to be the
COMMODORE JOHN PAUL JONES.
with great effect. The two ships re- cartridges, which blew up. producing Countess of Scarborough,
after a
The Victor of the Great Naval Battle oft Flamborough Headland.
action of an hour and a half,
mained locked together and the fight- a great explosion and loss or me ana smart
-among
people.
)
her
terror
7japtBn p,.arsn is much chagrined
from the headland. The Pallas, Cap ers In the gun room burst, killing ing recommenced again.
Below, the enemy had it all his own
The enemy was now seen to be on to be the first Brit'sh captain that
tain de Cottineau, which was edging nearly all the men stationed there
seaward, and Alliance, was still far and severely wounding Midshipman wav. Our gun deck was swept by fire, and our ship was both blazing PVer struck to an inferior force in
shot, so that the sides of the RIcli- - and sinking at the same time. i ne single ship action, from time inline-casastern, leaving us alone to engage our May rant, who had charge of
As
There morial. Commodore .lones will be rewere literally broken to pieces,
enemy, for which we were not un- these were all condemned them.
of both was desperate.
French
willing, indeed, very eager. The sea guns, .they were abandoned by order and presently their shot sped harm- - ' was no thought of striking on ur membered as a Scotsman hv birth, a
was smooth as a mill pond, the light of Lieutenant Richard Dale, the fiist lessly out to sea. Above, however, we pa. t, however. The men were crazy native of Virginia, appointed to the
wind scarcely affording steerage way officer. Mr. Mayrant refused to go had things our own way. Our French with fight, especially the Frenchmen. navy from No.th Carolina. His sue- In the strong tide. The full moon in below, but volunteered for the gun marines and soldiers, of which we hnd the Americans being moio steady, nut civsful cruising in the Providence and
a great number, led by the commodore not less resolute, and every man ami the Alfred is not forgotten. Last year
a clear sky gave plenty of light for deck battery. '
our bloody work.
The fighting continued for some in person, poured a terrific mnsquetry hoy implied with the desperate deter- - in the Ranger, he took the larger and
Miaspar
en- - minatlon or their commodore.
r
nnon
ne
tne
bettor nrmod
decks
the
of
comDrake after
alongside,
ranged
we
the
As
of an hour, tne
a. brilliant action.
All here are en
modore having skillfully got to wind- ships surging closer all the time The!f'"y which soon drove the survivors I shiptnan Mayrant. although suffering
,
from a second wound, was now or-- thusiastic for him, and hope to see
ward, the enemy hailed: "What ship heavier metal of the enemy, he being in her crew below.
Now the Alliance again made her ''''red to board rhe enemy, which he him fly his broad pennant over a fleet
is that?" Ordering the helm to star-joar- armed with eighteens against our
at tne neau ot some or ships ot the line, to which his mer
the commodore, to gain time, twelves and nines, worked havoc in appearance. We were In hopes that did most gauantiy He
was wounded a its and achievements
men.
him
entitle
answered: "I don't understand you." our main batteries. Notwithstanding, she would fall upon the other side of Uvo s""re
tl,lu'
a
thrust, as he Then let Britain beware.
The enemy halied again, with a threat our gallant fellows kept bravely to it, the enemy and thus end the battle, third
n. 'iu noi tne man:
,,..
11Hlst clolj0 ,nls ,)r(,f n,citaI
to Are, which we answered with a never flinching, and giving back shot But no; he deliberately sailed by her leaped on 111,1
ising a more detailed account by the
broadside. The resonse was prompt, for shot, as long as the guns would and raked us again with her broadside m '" ""u
I lie enemy s captain
now practically reenlnr mail, these
and for the next few minutes we drift- fire. Ii was evident that In this play- who our quarter, adding to the teirl-- '
presents going
ed along side by side, a cable's ing at long bowls, the enemy was to hie damage we had suffered below. alone on lier deck, struck his flag forward by special courier
You may
length. (600 fet), apart, exchanging heavy for us, and that we should be emu; men drew on again ana ap- - won nis own nana, snort ly atier t depend upon these statements bow
a most terrific fire, when a most la- knocked to pieces and sunk unless proached us no more until after the bells, ami the battle was over. I. leu- - I ever, as I was aide to the commodore
tennnt Dale, who was also wounded, and never left him during the action
mentable catastrophe took place on we could close.
haj'le.
i ne eoninmm oi ine
The Richard, having forged ahead
L Y KIS TOWXSEXD BRADY
was hi once iook cnarge or tne prize.)
our ship. Two of the six
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qeorge arnot
O.

solomon luna

Depository lor Atchison, Topeka and
6anta Fa Railway
Company.
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STATE

NATIONAL
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OF 3LL1JUQUEKQUE
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We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we would like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities. "
President.
HERNDON, Cashier.

O. N. MARRON,

J.

B.

McPHERSON, Vice Pres.
Asst. Cashier.

D. A.

ROY McDONALD,

a-

The Standard
PLUMBING AND

HEATING CO.

court-martiale- d

I. H. COX, Manager.
Iron Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fix.
tures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.

"

412 W. Railroad Ave.
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Farmlngton

The
Bays:

Times-Hustle- r

E. C. Stivers and wife came in
6tage Monday and will locate

on the
with ug permanently. Mr. Stivers hao
fold the Raton Range, which he made
one of the very beat of New Mexico
jiapers. He will put up a residence
on his fruit farm that he purchased
last year and will take a rest from
newspaper work for a while.

BIGGEST RESERVOIR
IN

THE WORLD

Uncle Sam has Built it Above St. Paul and it Feeds

A COOL

the Great Mississippi, Keeping Nav-

PROPOSITION

igation Open in Summer.

AND A SURE ONE
docs not feel heat
unpleasant if proper food is

The body
used.

.Minn., July 25. Some
St. l'aul,
other great public works have received moie advertising, but the fact
stands that Uncle Sam ban estali-libheat the headwaters of the Mississippi the largest reservoir In the
world.
It is a connected system of
five lakes.
It capacity Is 93 billion cubic feet
ot water. A cubic foot of water is
d

Grape-Nu- ts
There'i

Reason."

eight gallons. One filling of the reservoir would meet the demands of the
city of St. Paul at the present rate
of consumption, for 2oti years.
The government has invested
in the reservoir.
The ohj(ct in building the reservoir
was to aid navigation below St. Paul,
mitigate floors, and to benefit navigation above St. I'aul. This city U

fiitnmnnl V rtonrdml aa tlio Im.irl rf ' overflowed In the flood season. Some
jNisslhte navigation ot the Mississippi. of these men sold to the government
A United States engineer said today overflow privileges on
their land. If
that the big river is navigable for 400 the dams should be removed these
miles above this city. To one having people would have the nse of their
only an outsider's
knowledge of the land without damage by water. Specmap of Minnesota, the statement is ulators are also said to" have secured
surprising. It is official, though, and control of overflow lands that are
must be correct.
worthless now, but would be valuable
The reservoir Insures excellent nav- If the dams should be abandoned.
igation to St. I.ouis at all seasons of
mere nave been heavy floods In all
country hereabouts this summer.
tie year. Water is stored during the the
1'eople
living below the reservoir
rionths of heavy rainfall and released
during the hot, dry months, when nav- lakes claim that the floods that
igation under natural condition would drowned them out were aggravated
l'y the dams. Near Aitkin 50u
be uncertain, if not impossible.
icrsons
Traffic handled by a regular line of were rendered homeless. Their crops
steamers is not huge. There is a rail- were destroyed and manv lost their
road (in each bank of the river, and cattle. Others drove their cattle into
some that are further away, but still town and sold them for the beggarly
within the river freight zone. These prices sharpers, taking advantage of
lines, after the manner of their kind, their misfortune, were willing to give.
scoop In nearly all the freight
in These victims all declare that the fact
sight. They have to carry it, how- that Uncle Sam impounded water In
spring added to the extent of the
ever, at reasonable rates. To do oth- the
erwise would bo to cultivate river Hood,
The United States engineers affirm
competition.
There are ieople in the country that the reservoir lakes greatly renorth of St. Paul who do not think duced the size of the flood.
well of the dams. One class would
Subscribe for The Cltiien and get
like to get possession of the land
around the lake reservoirs that is the news.
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100, $150, $200 per Lot $10 Down One Dollai per Week
You will never have a better opportunity in all your life to own your own home. You will never! miss $1.00
a week and it may be a nest egg when you can't work

SURETY INVESTMENT COMPANY
W. H.
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Cincinnati, July 25. At a recent meeting, the Ohio Bar association took
steps to have better care taken of the grave of Gen. Wm. Henry Harrison, at
North Bend, Ohio. The tomb of the Blnth president of the United States,
on a hill overlooking the Ohio river on hia former great estate. Is a plain
limestone, and has hardly an Impressive appearance. It
vault of rough-hewis said little rare has been bestowed upon the burial plot.
n

WOULDN'T IT MAKE YOU HOT?
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Maynard Gunsul, of Albuquerque,
who has been here for some time on
business connected with the electric
light plant, is a booster wherever he
goes, says the Iloswell Record. He
will remain to assist In the work of
instituting the Elks' lodge of Roswell.
He believes that the Elks here will
soon be strong enough to build a city
hall, opera house and headquarters
for the Commercial club, and he Is
talking it up. This Is one of the kind
or things the Elks do for the towns
In which they have lodges. The building of the Elks at Albuquerque is one
Mr.
of the finest In the Southwest,
Gunsul Is one of the directors of the
fair association at Albuquerque, and
Is Interested In nearly every big enterprise of his home town, besides be
ing a booster for Roswell, In which
He says
tie has a large investment.
that Albuquerque has the best set of
business men in the countty for working together. As an Instance of what
boosting can do, he mentions the fact
that Albuquerque has a lumber mill
with a pay roll of $1,200 to $1,500 a
week, and yet It Is 100 miles from
where there is a stick of timber to be
sawed. Still, by making a deal whereby a railroad was secured and putting
up a bonus that has long since been
more than paid back, the product of
the saw mill can be placed on the
cars at Albuquerque as cheaply as it
could be loaded In the woodg, and Albuquerque has the benefit of money
paid out eveiy week by the company.
It cost something, of course, to make
the first arrangements, but the business men of that country do not mind
advancing money or even going Into
debt for enterprises that will permanently help the town. Mr. Gunsul
considers Roswell the best town next
to Albuquerque, In the territory, and
thinks tfiat with a continuation of the
present spit It of enterprise and the
settlement of the valley, Roswell may
even surpass his home town. He Is
preparing to demonstrate his faith In
Roswell by making extensive Improvements In the electric light and power
plant.
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ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.f AT. THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS JUNE

fleiniYori

Emu

MASOMC BUILDING,

RESOURCES

N. THIRD ST

B. A. SLEYSTER
INSURANCE,
REAL

ESTATE,

MERCHANT DIES IN THIS CITY

Capital and Profit
Circulation

S 259,404.42
200,000.00

Deposit

2,401,760.74
No. 38

.Dividend

20,000.00

NOTARY PUBLIC.

'Total
BLOC
Telephone, 174.

Total

$2,881,165.16

ROOM 5. CROMWELfe

DEPOSITORY

OF THE A., ' T.

&

.$2,881,165.16

F.

S.

RAILWAY

SYSTEM

Smoke the White Lily Cigar

JOE RICHARDS,
113 1'2 W. Rmllromd

A

v.

Established In 1882.

F. G. PRATT

&

Bent Her Double.
knew no one for four weeks, when
typhoid fever and kidney trouble," writes Mrs. Annie Hunter,
of Pittsburg, Pa., "and when I not better, although I had one of the best doctors I could get, I was bent double, and
had to rest my hands on my knees
when I walked. From this terrible affliction I was rescued by Electiio bitters, which restored my health and
strength, and now I can walk a
straight aa ever. They are simply won
derful." Guaranteed to cure stomach,
liver and kidney disorders; at all druggists. Price too.

"I

I wan iilfk

CIGARS

03 enr

GO.

Sole
Agents for Casino Canned
Goods., Jas. Heekln A Co'e Coffees,

THE

CELEBRATED

'

Imboden'e Granite Flour.

STAPLE

FANCY

AND

O. F. C.

GROCERIES

214 South Second

8treet.
Hllliboro Creamery Butter Best

on

Earth.

Orders Solicited.

WHISKEY

Free Delivery

BOTTLED IN BOND.

PIONEER BAKERY

C. P.

WITH OUR PILSNER BEER

Is what we are doing with every one who tests
its delicious flavor and strengthening qualities.
There is no warm weather beverage that can
compare with this refreshing drink on a warm
day. It is not only pleasant to taste but is invigorating and wholesome.

THE

GEO.

T. STA6G

CO,,

OimriLLKR9

Auto. Phone 292.

MELINI

& EAKIN

Auto, 'Phone No. 316

Residence Auto. 'Phone No. 299

A. BOBBERS
Funeral Director
and Em bol mer

PHONE 199.

COMMERCIAL

AND SOFT DRINKS
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Cement Contractors

I

WHITE OR BLACK

hearse,

$5.00

CAFE

Jala

YrrSmiTMTSTVTITew

QUICKEL

BAR

I

CLUB BUILDING.

undertaker

Ale-Coo-

Rankin & Co.

Colo. Phone 93

Bell 'Phone No. 115

Albuquerque, New Mexico

AUTOMATIC

of 2 dozen

C3S8

ASK FOR DIAMOND ICE

SOLE AGENTS.

Schtitt,

$3 per

quarts. $2 per case 2 dozen pints.

Southwestern Brewery & Ice Company

FRANKFORT, KY.

CONFECTIONERY

fATHtnTip

30,05

LIABILITIES

Loans and Discounts
$1,198,504.92
Bonds, Stocks, Real Estate
65,428.12
Banking House and Furniture
,
38,500.00
United States Bonds.... $ 323,000.00
Cash and Exchang
1,265,732.12 1,588,732.12

Crn

XS.

ru

Tt,,

First National Bank

kinds of fresh and salt
Meats. 8team Saussqe Factory.

All

PIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
Miss Helen Brubaker, aged 22 years,
Successor to Balling Bros.
daughter of B. F. Brubaker, a prominent merchant of Ashland, Ohio, died
last evening at 7:30 o'clock at her WEDDING CAKE A SPECIALTY
apartments, 415 South Edith street.
The young ,lady came to AlbuquerWe desire patronage, and we
que about two months ago, with her
Drat-cla- ii
guarantee
baking
mother, Mrs. B. F. Brubaker,
and
sister, Mrs. E. A. McDowell, In the 207 S. First Street,
Albuquerque
hopes that the change of climate
would prove of benefit, she being
sufferer from tuberculosis.
For
lmlty....lc
Mmdm In Any
time it was thought Bhe was getting
Quantity for RmrUma, mto.
better, bust a few days ago she took
a turn for the worse, and her death
last night relieved ter of all pain.
The deceased was an exceptionally
Drignt young woman, and the daugh
DEALER IN
ter of a well known Ohio family. She
1
graduated from the high school In
Ashland In 1901, with high honors
and her death will come as sad news
to her many friends at home.
REMEDY FOR HAY FEVER.
EDWIN POTTER DIED
Undertaker A. Borders has prepared
Other Treatments, Hyo- the body for shipment and It will
IN LOS ANGELES After Trying
mel Wji Used With Perfect Suc leave for Ashland on the limited
tonight. The remains will be accom
cess.
to
Miss Florence E. Totter writes
J. F. Forbes, a well known western panied on the last Journey by the
father,
Edwin railroad man, whose home Is at
The Citizen that her
Second Door North of P. O.
moiner, Mrs. Brubaker, and sister
Potter, died in Los Angeles Saturday
Neb., writes:
"I have never Mrs. E. A. McDowell.
morning, July 22, of heart failure.
had any relief from any remedy
"He had an attack of asthma about hay fever, even temporarily, untilforI
THE MAZE.
ten days ago," writes the bereaved discovered the merits of Hyomel.
daughter, '"and we were preparing to always recommend It when occasionI
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FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION

Finest Whiskies, Imported and Domestic Win'es and
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Finest and best imported and domestic Cigars.
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is Borry for ltd neighbor, whose domicile and business lies
towards the setting sun, which no nation or people was
ver known to worship. Hut the growth of Albuquerque,
the prosperity of her people, her grand march to the position of metropolis o fthe southwest, is dearer to the
heart or The Citizen than even Its sweet sympathy for its
westward declining contemporary.
Hut the Journal won t look at things in this light.
Simply for the information of the Journal, because
the peop.e are informed already. thls paper offers the following:
The question came up by the demand of the Water
Supply company lor an extension of its franchise to the
year 1940. The reason given was fhat the company without such extension would not be able to comply with its
contract with the city. The Citizen opposed such a monstrous and suicidal proposition, showing that the present
water rates In Albuquerque are more than double those
of any other town In the great southwest that the company is charging 35 cents per thousand for water which
can le produced at profit for less than 6 cents. The
Journal, whose owners had sold the water company to the
present owners for a small payment with a greatly larger
one due when the "speculation" of the buyers should
prove successful, favored and fought for this extension.
The Citizen opposed and the Jcrnal advocated to beat
the band. The Citizen won ont.
Then came the question, what to do. The Citizen advocated municipal ownership, which is proving a success
"all the world over. The Journal opposed, saying that Albuquerque is not prepared to own her own water supply
at the present time. The next step was the report of two
members of the special committee of the council, which
that body refused to endorse, advocating the purchase of
the water works' plant. At once '.the Journal became
converted and advocated the city ownership of the present plant. The Citizen opposes this proposition, unless the
present plant can be bought for less than $75.0(111, the cost
approximately of a new and up to date plant.
Now, The Citizen is willing t leave to the people,
which has been the friend of the people of Albuquerque,
The Citizen, which has not a cent to gain either way, or
the Journal, which ia working for a promised $50,000.
SUPERCEDES THE LATE ANANIAS.

"Mr. Strickler asserted in his newspaper last night
time that he has no financial Interlor the ninety-nintest In the" Water Supply company."
The foregoing Is an extract from the wat'T orgin of
Sunday morning.
rooster at La? Ve'.aa who
There is a little
has long worn the blue Tibbon as the most e leerfui iiar
without
in New Mexico. But his lies are only for
malice or personal venom. However, he must retire
from his long maintained preeminence, and let his blue
ribbon go to him who is doing the lying for pay on the
water organ. In fact this chap, whoever he may be, ought
to have too ribbons one for the cheerfulness with which
tie lies, and the other for the venom behind his false
hoods.
The Citizen has never said one time, much less
times, that Mr. Strlckler has no financial Interest
in the Wlater Supply company. It has never used Mr.
StricHler's name in that connection, hut It has said that
"The Citizen, having no financial or personal Interest In
the question either way, looked at it only from the stand
ooint of Albuquerque's present condition and future
growth.''
Now, kindly compare what The Citizen said, as here
reproduced, with what the water organ says The Citizen
said, as quoted at the head of this article, and form your
own opinion as to the'klnd of colossal liar the Journal
d

Is.
COMING OUR WAY.

The liveliest and most hopeful Imagination could not

have conceived a plan so revolutionary as the one that Is
being proposed by one of the two great sugar corporations

operatfng in Colorado, says the Trinidad Advertiser.
The scheme is nothing less than the conservation of
all the surplus waters of the Las Animas watershed in a
series of Immense reservoirs, the use of these waters to
irrigate maiiy thousands of acres of sugar beets, and the
erection of a sugar factory big enough to take care of the
entire, beet product.
The company proposes to purchase every existing wa- ter right along the river, arranging with the present owners to give In" return an equal supply at about half the
present cost. It will also attempt to arrange a contract
with the farmers to have a certain proportion "of Jthelr
lands placed under sugar beets.
The scheme Is so vast and presents so many sides
that the preliminary arrangements may take many
ninths to arrange. All manner of difficulties are sure to
he met, some of which might be serious enough to cause
failure. These difficulties will take time and patience to
overcome.
Trinidad and the county should be a unit In helping
toward the success of the scheme. The gain to the com- munity will be Inestimable. It will mean the creation of
a new and Important agricultural district, the doubling
and possibly trebling of the population of the entire district. Prosperity will he founded on basis permanent as
the ages.
The present scheme may fail, but it is being contemplated Is certain Indication that sooner or later a
similar enterprise will be pushed to a successful reality.
New Mexico standB unequaled in soil and climate for
sugar beet culture, but such enterprises as the foregoing
have not yet looked this way. Probably It Is because we
are a territory Instead of being a state.
Does a man cease to be a men because be Is elected
to the city council? Does he cease to bo Influenced by
interests, friendships, personal feelings, prejudices, and
the thousands of varying motives that influence men outside of the city council T Yet that is the fool position taken
hy the water organ. Be cause a man is a .member of the
city council he does not become infallible, Immaculate or
Immune to error. He does not cease to be biased by
friendship or prejudice. Why, then, should the water
organ grow so hotly indignant over me citizen g proposal
that the people select an expert for the valuation of the
water plant, separate and apart from the one whom the
water company Is to assist In paying? Between you, me
and the gatepost, reader, but not to go any further, the
water organ Is frightened at the prospect of the water
company's not realizing that "speculation," for which the
organ Itself says they bought the water company's equity
last March. Of course, if the "speculation" falls, the own
era of the water organ won't get that additional sum of
money which bangs in the balance.
Henry Clews says that the country Is now entering
the period when the curre'ney movement will be adverse
to New York. He argues from this that there will be no

Is not only posslblo but quite probable that congress will overrule our objections to Joint statehood and

It

pass the Joint statehood measure at the next session
thereof. We had as well, therefore, begin preparations
for a vigorous campaign against the adoption of a constitution. As the campaign must bo an educational and
one we cannot commence the work too early.
Floresce Wade.
The Blade is correct in some particulars but away off
In many more. Not only Is it probable that the Hamilton
bill will pass congress next winter, but It Is quite certain.
Then when It comes-t- o a campaign for adoption of a con
stitution the educational process will be ail the other way
than the one the Blade Is looking. When the people come
to study a modern state constitution and contract there
with the obsolete, antiquated, rigid and inelastic organic
act of the territory of Arizona, they will be apt to be
found voting for adoption of the constitution. When they
realize that the territorial organic act as one In the framing of which they had no voice, and cannot amend no matter how much they wanted to do it, and realize that the
constitution proposed is an Instrument of their own hand
iwork, which they can amend at will, they will be apt to
stand for the constitution.
The prediction is here ventured that It will be very
like the election In California upon adoption of the con
stitution of 1879. All the great financial, monetary and
transportation Interests of Calfornia opposed adoption.
as did all or nearly alitJie newspapers. In Snn Francisco
there was hut one of the great dailies the Chronicle
which supported the new instrument; and throughout the
state the newspapers which advocated adoption could be
rounted on. the fingers of a man's two hands. All the
noise and all the shouting was on one skit that opposed
to the constitution; and when the noils closed the man
agers of the opposition to adoption declared the proposed
fundamental law was defeated; but when the votes were
counted out of the ballot boxes jt was found that the Instrument had received a tremendous majority. The peo
ple hart Deen In a campaign of education"
such as the
Blade suggests. They had contrasted the proposed new
rundamntal law with the one it superceded, and found
that the new one gave them more power and made their
chosen servants more readily responsive to their' de
mands.
Whenever the people are given a chance to enlarge
t'aeir own liberties and hold to a Btrlcter accountability
their own servants they are prone to seize the opportunity. When the people of Arizona come to "an educational
campaign" on a state constitution they wili speedily and
accurately realize the wide difference between electing
their governor, state officials and judiciary and accepting
men chosen at Washington and they will be very apt to
vote for the constitution.
They will realize that a con
stitution will give to them numerous powers in the way
:f regulation of transportation, taxation and other mat
lers powers they donot possess; and they will lie apt to
vote to themselves those- powers by adopting the constl
n

-

tuticm.
It will be Indeed an educational
people will be the schoolmaster.

campaign
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As Dalrymple Saw It.

the many samples of humor dispensed by
James Dalrymple, the traoUon expert, while In Chicago,
was exuded during the first Sunday of his visit.
In company with one of the members of the city coun.
ell the Glasgow man started for the nearest church ser
vice and was quite surprised to learn that he did not have
to leave the building to get from the hotel to the audience
One-o- f

than our prices

Is not only lost, hut also the Interest on It for life. You cannot buy a
reliable instrument cheaper than we can sell it to you, and therefore, it
is wise for you to see ut before making a purchase.

Boarding Horses a Specialty
THE BIQ PARADE, JULY 29.
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Dealer

GROCERIES, FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN
IMAND THE BEST OF MEATS.
PORTED GOODS A SPECIALTY.
Call at No. 624 West Tljeras Road.
Automatlo Phone 109.
Old Telephone 276.
THE
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GREAT CLOSING

OUT

SALE

OF SHOES

fTRONO BLOCK

29.
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STRONG'S SONS
UNDERTAKERS

ft

dish of Ice cream eaten at Mrs. Ful- lertons confectionery store and Ice
cream parlor.

We offer our entire stock
of shoes, consisting of
the very best mskes f
Men's, Women's and
's
Shoes at cost, and
less, for the next 20 days.

SUPERINTENDENTS

Chll-dren-

FAIRVIEW
JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS

STAGE LINE

SANTA

AND

BAR-

BARA CEMETERIES

Carries the United States mail; only
line with a change of stock enroute;
good rigs, horses and drivers; leaves
Alblquerque every Tuesday and Sat
urday at 5 a. m. For particulars, ad
dress W. L. Trimble & Co., agents,
Albuquerque, or J. "B. BLOCK, proprietor, Peroa, New Mexico.

.

SALE BEGINS

MONUMENTS.

201-21-

Saturday

Both 'Phones.
North Second Street.
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THE BIG PARADE, JULY 29.
STEAM CLEANING

A DYE WORKS.

The Albuquerque Steam Dye Works
just started at No. 206 West Silver
avenue, across from the postoffice. Is
now ready for business. Dyeing of all
kinds of gentlemen and ladies apparel
and work guaranteed to be first class.
Also hats cleaned and blocked. Send
postal card and calls will be made for
work?
M'lLROY & DELEON,
Proprietors.

DON'T

FORGET

ST

t

July 8

.
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and positively

The Albuquerque Transfer Co.
handles any old thing. Call at
No. 110 West Gold avenue. Au-tomatlc 'phone 362. Bell 'phone
156 black.

ClosesJ(ilv28
For cash only

NEW BANK

A

ing reserved.

Will not do you any good unless you
have some money to put in it. The

MPIER,

surest way to get money aheaa is to

TWO BOYS DROWNED

buy all your Clothing, Shoes, Dry,
Goods, Underwear, Enamelware, Tinware, Crockery, and of coursj, your
Groceries, at our store. We are the
acknowledged low price store in the
whole city. A few prices will give you
an inkling of our fine goods:
If you pay $3.50 for a sho-- , come
and look at ours at $2.50. If you pay
$4 for a shoe, come and look at ours
at $3.. If you pay $5 for a b'ioc, come
and look at ours at $3.50. If you pay
$6 for a shoe, come and look at ours
at $4. All plainly marked; one price
to everybody. If you pay 35c or 40c
for your coffee, try ours at 25c. No
risk. Your money back If you want
it. If you pay 30c for coffee, try ours
for 20c. If you pay 75c or $1 for tea,

IN RIO GRANDE

Dr. W. N. Macbeth, the well known
dentist, who was called to El Paso
on private matters, returned to the
city this morning. The doctor reports
that the Albuquerque Elks, who left
here last Saturday night for Roswell
to take part In the Elk doings at Roswell today, missed connection at El
Paso Sunday night and did not get
away until last night.

nothing

will be charged and noth-

o

THE BIG PARADE, JULY 29.

Sunday afternoon, at El Paso, three
native boys bantered each other for a
swim across the Rio Grande to Juarez
and return. The going was 'made without any mishap, hut on tho return and
almost within touch of the American
and the side the boys got into a whirlpool
and two were drowned.

o
SOME STORIES

Every Dollar you pay lor a Piano more

Highland Livery

STATEHOOD

From Noa1ciLCui

W. T. McCREIGHT

TheCitlien sees little reason for threshing over thrice
threshed straw. It has conducted a campaign for Albuquerque and her people, and It Is satisfied with the results, not the least of which is the approval of the people.
Of course .the organ of the Water Supply company, having lost out, Is very angry at The Cltlsen. This paper

'writer

IN FAVOR OF JOINT

....

By The Citizen Publishing Company
N

CAMPAIGN

EDUCATIONAL

Published Daily and Weekly
W. 8. STRICKLER

TUESDAY, JULY 29, 1905.

THE HAPPY HOUSEWIFE
Who takes pride In her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful,
and
her cakes, pies and pastry dainty,,
delicate and light.

we guarantee all our goods. Your
There are a' few; ladles' hats, also money back if you want it.
children's parasols left which you can
THE CASH BUYERS' UNION,
have at any old price. Also have a
Dolde, Proprietor,
large line of Battenburg patterns and Auto 'Phone, Wm.
122 N. Second.
592.
many other things that you can get
All goods delivered.
special prices on If you will come and
see me. Mrs. Wilson's, 224 Gold Ave.

"AMBULANCE"

BUILDING

107 South Second St.

try ours, any kind Gunpowder, English Breakfast or Japan, st 50c. If
you pay 60c for tea, try ours any
kind you want, at 40c. Remember,

room.
IMPORTED MUNCHENER HOF
After the sermon the alderman suggested that a BRAW BEER ON DRAUGHT AT THE FOR MOVING THE SICK OR INdrink of "hot Scotch" would not be amiss before dinner, WHITE ELEPHANT. IF YOU WANT
JURED.
SOMETHING NICE TRY A GLASS.
and again it was unnecessary to go outdors.
Prompt Service Day or Night.
After the refreshment It was but a step to the hotel
THE BIG PARADE, JULY 29.
and dinner, during the serving of which the visitor spoke
0. W. STRONG'S SONS,
his mind. Phone, 75
Automatic, 147.
Colo.
Evening
Subscribe
Citizen.
for
The
"Chjirch", saloon and dining room all under one roof,",
he said. "What is tho use of worrying over a traction
Chicago Chronicle.

,BAFNETT

M. BERGER
"EMPReSS."

114

1

West Copper Ave.

WHOLESALE

Me Ini

Eakin

LIQUOR AND CIGAR
DEALERS

Exclusive A trents for Yellowstone
and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet & Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A.
R. C. Bohemian and Jos. Schllts Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and
distributors of the A lvarado Whiskey. Write for our illustrated catalogue and
price list. Automatic Telephone 199. Salesroom 111 South First Street,
Albiioiiflrou New Mexico

eer-vice-

Thread 1,000 Miles Long.
"Sea Island cotton Is the best kind," said a southern
er."It is finer and silkier than any other cotton in the
world. A pound of It can be spun Into 4,770 miles of
thread.
"For an experiment once in the English town of Man
chester a Bkllied spinner spun a pound of Sea Island cotton into a single thread 1,000 miles long. Then for an
other experiment he took another pound of cotton and
spun it into as many hanks as he could get. He got 10,- 000 hanks in all, and the yarn In each of them measured
840 yards. Thus out of a pound of cotton 4,470 miles of
yarn were produced. This yarn, though, was too fine to
be of any practical utility.
"Those two experiments made a sunerb advertise
ment for the cotton of the south." Colorado Springs
A

COUNTS

THE BANK OF

QMMEtCE

Togo's Impressive Warning.
Talking of Orientals, I wonder why no attention has
been accorded to the weird rite which took place on
board Togo's flagship, the Mlkasa, Just bofore the great
battle which resulted in the destruction of the czar's
Baltic fleet. All the junior flag officers and captains had
been summoned by Togo, and, after a brief address, not
more than two score words at the most, the officers pass- a
od before him. In front of him was placed a white
wood tray, upon which rested the
sword,
or rather dagger, of the kind with which the samurai of
old Japan disemboweled themselves In the event of failing to accomplish their duty. Nothing more was said, but
as each officer passed before Togo and saluted he looked
first at the small sword and then his eyes met those of
the commander In chief, aud the sacred obligation of sep-ukwas implied between them. Let me add
or hara-kiri- ,
that there is no truth whatsoever in the story so frequently circulated in tho American press to the effect that Togo
Is a Christian.
Admiral Nriu 1b, but not Togo. The latter
remains wedded to the faith of his fathers, as may bo
gathered from every one of his all too brief and rare utterances
MAUQUISE DE FONTEXOY.
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Story of Lincoln.
Claffin was a personal friend of Lincoln,
and was In close touch with him during the exciting cau
paign of 18G0. He had a rich fund of anecdotes, and his
favorite was a story of Lincoln and Douglas.
Douglas, meeting Llncolu, made a characteristically
unpleasant remark, saying:
"Why, Abe, I remember you when you were nothing
but a young clerk in a little western town, peddling out
goods at retail and selling liquor over the counter."
"Yes," answered Lincoln; "the only difference
inflation of prices In stocks, bonds or products.
says
you and me was that I wag on one side of the
Springs
of
Telegraph
The
Colorado.
"Corporate
that state:
Interests have the up- bar and you, were on the other." Boston Advertiser.
per hand In both parties,
citizens
the
and
and
of the state might as well admit the fact
What Is said to be the largest pair of shoes ever made
prepare to combat It. In the fight that Is going on within in this country has Just been turned out In a factory at
each organization for party control, and between the part Nashua, N. H. They weigh eighteen pounds, each shoe
lea for the state control, the rank and file of the voters being twenty-threInches long and seven and one-hal- f
are mere spectators, and tbey are no more closely In lucha wide at the widest part. As compared with an ortouch with the actual Inside workings of what they see dinary No. 7 man's shoe, these are No. 40, and several
performance.
weeks were required to turn them out, as every detail
than the spectators at a sleight-of-hanThe Telegraph advises the popular election of senators. was as carefully attended to as In en ordinary first class
But a tetter remedy and the only one which will bring a shoe. They coet $59 to manufacture, and are lnteaded for
government "of the people, by the people and for the peo a ncgress living near Atlanta, Ga., who Is known for mlies
ple," is the laltlative and referendum.
for the size ef her
St. Chalres (111.) Chronisle.

QL'J'Tt

CaaltenKand.

-

Due from OanfU (Slgfrt
CxcAange)
JLeans & Discounts,
Turnltur emA SFUture.
.
float CstaU.

$ 71.436.09

837.039.04
934.084.97
4,637.07

Copltaf,

Surplus and Profit.

-

$ l30.bOO.00
38,781.1 8
1.170.090.69

Depealls,

17.044.70
$1,804,731.87

$1,804,731.87
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A New

e

Large new stock just in.
Everybody welcome to look through
three-floo- r
repository.

our large

WOOTTON & WOOTTON
(Successors to L. R. Thompson)

Real Estate,

Loans and

Special Attention Given to Business snd
Property and Its Management for

high-grad-

AND

HARNESS

rices .lower than ever.

Owners.,
Intrusted
e

KORBER

&

CO

......123

SOUTH

Rentals
City Residence

s

We Solicit a portion of your business, twenty-fiv.
this line. Call and see us.

e

...VEHICLES

First-clas-

Our Motto: "Close attention to all business
prompt returns."

Pleasure is yours when
you have one of our

d

fe.

R. L. WOOTTON

L. M. WOOTTON

to us, and

years' experience

THIRD STREET.
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in Draperies...
Partiers worth 3.25 for 2 .50
" 5.00 " 4.00
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Clothing and Furnishings
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305 Railroad Avenue.
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Plumbing, Gas Fitting, and Dram Laying
JOHN KINO.
John King, of Washington,
became commander, upon the death of W. W. Blackmar.

HOTEL
JNO. S. MITCHELL

HOLLENBECK

C. BILICKC

THE MARKETS

L OS ANCEL ES, CALIFORNIA

EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATIONS
LOCATION.
Splendid Restaurant
Reasonable Prices
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
on the
New Mexicans and Arlzonl ans spending the summer
beachee are welcome to the use .of our Ladles' parlors and Gentlemen's waiting rooms. Meet your frlende there. Information and
writing materials free. Ladlee.and children welcome.
and
excurelon
All Depot cars atop at the H ollenbeck. Electric
beach ear pas the door.

STOCK

CENTRAL

HEADQUARTERS

FOR

the

A

HOLD-U-

U

:

Electrical Work
WE

WILL

WIRE

STORE

YOUR

RESIDENCE

OR

In the Safest and Most Up to Date Manner

AT A REASONABLE COST
We

Make

a Specialty

Electric

of

Outfits,

Pumping

SUITABLE FOR RESIDENCES.
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
Southwestern

Electric

e South
& Construction. Co,,
SecondSt.

Dental

Reduced

Prices

I have reduced
prices in all dental
of
work. Full upper or lower set
teeth from $8 up, according to quality.
Gold filling from $2 up. Amalgam
and all other fillings, from $1 up.
Gold crowns and bridge work at greatly reduced prices. Appointments made
by mail. Dr. D. C. Labbe, of Chicago,
will assist.

W. N. MACBETH

SPIRO POWDER
THE GREATEST TOILET PREPARATION OF THE AGE.
Sold by

B. M. BRSGGS & CO.,
latBTRKCT mnd GOLD AVK.

WE STILL SELL PALM OLIVE
WONDER.

SPECIAL

MID-SUMM-

OIL

SOAP

THE

10

CENT

ER

PRICE REDUCTIONS

WOOLNOVELTY
entire line of high grade SUMMER
These price reductions are iu effect for thirty days only:
25
$30 Suits Reduced to
3
$35 Suits Reduced to
....$35
$10 Suits Reduced to
MO
$15 Suits Reduced to
.. .
TROUSERS.
$3
$10 Pants Reduced to
lu
$12 Pants Reduced to
H
$14 Pants Reduced to

F. TOMEI & BRO.

General Building Supplies
DOORS
SCREEN
seggg
a

Both Phones.

A. H. HEYN, Mgr.

3d and

Marquttte

Communi

.

Earl Frank Victim of Accident Today Which May
WANTED To buy a horse, weighing
about 1,000 pounds. Addiess, Clark
ville Produce company.
Cause His Death.
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ii
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and when completed and in working
order, the Albuquerque station will be
Installed. It Is the Intention of the
company to put In a station in every
town in New Mexico and Arizona that
can support one.
"The station In this city wUl lie a
soit of relay or headquarters, for all
the stations In New Mexico and Arizona, thus making It very important.
It will start with one operator, but
should the business demand, two operators will be put to work, and perhaps more.
"There is one reat advantage the
De Forest system will have over the
present telegraph ' systems In the
country,
and it is, that it will
send messages for Just one-hal- f
the
rate of the present companies. For
Instance, if It cost $1 to send a message from Albuquerque to Denver, the
De Forest company will send the message for fifty cents."
Much Interest has been manifested
by the citizens of the city In the new
enterprise, and many are anticipating
sending wireless messages to their
friends as soon as the station Is In
working order.

Automatle Telephone, No. 647.
Colorado Telephone, No. 78 Red.

jfiij

CXXXXXXXJ

The Colorado Telephone Company.
Room 18, N. T. Armijo Building.

you realize that you can get
Telephone Service today for
what you are paying for inferior
service.
Do

MODERN

j

The only Long Distance Transmitters and Receivers; Wall or
Desk Sets; Long time contracts as
you wish; Lowest rates,
itxxxixxxxtxrxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxiixxxxxxixxxxxxxi

Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish
We give on

our

durable it is.

laundry

work?

Try it and

Notice how long it keeps

We turn out linen, white as snow

and

see how

its finish.

free from all

specks or wrinkles."
Is and

after helping carry his victim

into the fire station he rode away.
Charles Frank, the Ijoy's father, is
employed as a horse shoer in the
blacksmith shop of Jacob Korber.
THE BIG PARADE, JULY 29.

Imperial Laundry Co.
"RED WAGONS"

TOO LATE TO CCASSIFY

BELIEVE

SKULL

IS

FRACTURED

What makes the world go
round in business; almost tha
son of
Earl Frank, the
and Mrs. Charles Frank, reBidiug
most serious work of man is Mr.
at the corner of Tijeras avenue and
business ; and business aver- First street, Is lying at the point of
death as the result of Injuries receivages rather crooked. There is ed about 10:30 o'clock this morning
while playing in the street In front of
no straiVhter thins; in the his
home.
world than Schilling's Best; at
Earl, with several companions, was
romping about the road, playing cow
your grocer's.
boy.
The boys were lassoing each
DISSOLUTION NOTICE.
as
Kv mtttnat
thia Hnv tiefin
consent, Mr. McSpadden retiring from
me nrm, air. uoyu naving purcnased
the entire interest in said business,
and has assumed all obligations of the
old firm and will collect all debts due
me same.
FRANK McSPADDEN,
J. C. BOYD.
Dated this 21st day of July, 1905.
l- -

.4.414

.111- -.

I'UUI1 11
Hiuenlvoil

fx.
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1111
No risk la

Rio Grande Lumber Co.

Have

Lrtv

De Forest System.

AND BADLY INJURED

ENS.

All
All
All

L. Bell Co.
J.
122 WEST SILVER AVENUB

cation With Outside World Through the

THE BIG PARADE, JULY 29.

On our
All
All
All
All

City Will

Albuquerque will eoon have communication with all parts of the
world by means of the American De
ForeBt wireless telegraph. A station
will be Installed within the next tea
days In this city. Two locations have
already been offered for the static a.
One is at J. H. O'Rielly's drug stoAf
and the other is at the cigar store ot
Stern, Schlosa & company. No definite selection has yet been made.
C. F. LaMountain, the representative of the De Forest company in this
city, was seen by an Evening Cltl-ee- n
reported today, relative- - to the establishment of a station here, and he
gave the following Interesting information:
"Within the next ten days a De Forest wireless station will be located In
,
O. & W
,
61
this city. The station will be con'
nected with all the stations In ColSt Louis Wool.
St. Louis, Mo., July 25. Wool mar orado, California and the east, and
it will be possible for a person In Alket, quiet; unchanged.
buquerque to send a message to London or Paris, or In fact, to any part
Copper and Lead.
New York, July 25. Copper and of fhe world where the De Forst company has a station.
lead, firm; unchanged.
"The finishing touches are now beBoston Wool Market.
ing put on the station at Trinidad,
Boston, July 25. Wool market Is
steady and fairly active; territory
wools are especially In demand. Domestic fleece wools are held firm, but STRUCK BY BICYCLE
at yet no new wools have been opened
ana tne demand Is quiet.

Props. Alvarado Pharmacy

FTM:PHONCm

Within Ten Days This

144

N

&

.

Rooms 24 and 25 Barnett building.
Oldest established dentist in the

territory.

FUTURE REGRET.

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY

97
Missouri Pacific
125
Metropolitan
21
Mexican Central
New York Central
14414
85
Norfolk
102
Reading, common
Pennsylvania
141
Kock Island, common
3016
Republic Iron & Steel ,
20
Republic Iron & Steel, pfd
,83
63
Southern Pacific
178
St. Paul
32
Southern Railway
T. C. & I
,.,..'.,...,...... 85V4
Texas Pacific
83
,
Union Pacific, common
127
U. S. 8., common
33
U. S. S., pfd
101
Wisconsin Central, pfd
6114

is not what you find
when we are employ:

ALBUQUERQUE TO HAVE

WOOL

Amalgamated Copper
8314
139
American Sugar
85
Atchison, common
10214
Atchison, pfd
113
Baltimore & Ohio
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
674
.'
44
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Chicago, Great Western, common 19
45
Krie, common
83 V4
Erie, first

P

ed to do your

-

METAL

YOU OUGHT TO TRY THE HIGH
GRADE PLUMBING WORK WE DO.
TO PAY US A FAIR PRICE FOR A
GOOD JOB,
WILL 8AVE YOU
MONEY IN THE END, A3 WELL AS

G. A. R.,

Closing quotations Received by Levy
Bios., Correspondents for Logan
& Bryan. Barnett Building.

MEXICANS AND ARIZONIANS

NEW

MONEY

10.00

" 6.00
" 7.50

ALBERT FABER

ms7

-''

COMMANDER-IN-CHIE-

A

7.50

Come and see us if in need
of any kind of Draperies.

K
H
H

As senior vice commander of

"

Special Values

M
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0
0
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PORTIERES
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NEVER PRESENTED ITSELF.
Our Suits, Top Coat, Trousers, Hats and Furnishings must' vacate.
We don't want a vestige of Spring or Summer stock when we open the
Pall campaign and we won't have If we can help It
LOOK AT MY WINDOW AND CIRCULAR.
Can you afford to miss a sale, where the prices touch your purse so
gently?

V

R.

M

It' getting to the time of the year when everything Summery mutt be
put on the "retired list" eo far as thle store I concerned; yet, two full
wearing months are ahead.
A better chance to buy Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing, Hats and
Haberdashery for lese than actual value

0
0

A.

H

SMLE

0000000
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

G.

a
H

SPECEML

0
h
h

OF
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taken when you place

your order for druga or family medicines with us. W fill every prescription In a careful, accurate way and
guarantee the quality. Atk your doctor.

J.

H. O'RIELLY CO.,
DRUGGISTS.

other with a rope and having such a
good time that they did nut notice a

man approaching them on a bicycle.
The man on the wheel was riding
quite rapidly and Just as he attempted
to patis the boys, Karl who had his
back to him, stepped directly in front
of the wheel.
The rider tried hard to avoid hitting
him, but it was impossible. The bicycle struck the boy on the hip with
great force, swinging him around and
knocking him off his foot. The back
of his head struck the ground with
such force that he was rendered unconscious.
The accident happened Just In front
of the fire station and several of the
fire boys went to his assiHtance. They
picked him up and carried him Into
the station office. He revived In a
few minutes anil managed to walk
across the street to his home.
After his arrival there he laid down
on the bed and almost Immediately
commenced to vomit blood and blood
flowed frlm his nose. His mother became alarmed and a doctor was sent
for. Dr. H. I Hust responded to the
call. The doctor made an examination of the boy's Injuries, which he
considers to be quite serious and per
haps fatal.
He says that there may be a fracture of the skull at the base of the
brain on the left side of the head. If
this Is true, the hemorrhage which
such a wound would cause, might result In the formation of a blood clot
on the brain and result In the little
fellow's death.
Late this afternoon the boy's condition was considered critical and be
condition.
was In a
Eye witnesses to the accident say
that the man on the bicycle did all in
his power to avoid bitting the boy and
that no blame can be attached to him.
No one seeeug t know what bis name
semi-conscio-

Free delivery In the city. Mall ord
era sent out the same day they are
THE BIG PARADE, JULY 39. '

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS

. C.

BALDRIDGE
AND

Cleorge Arnot, manager for Gross,
Kelly & company, went north today
and will look after legal business for
the company at Santa Fe and Las
Vegas belore returning to the city.
W. S. Iliff, of Denver, Colo., presiSHERMAN - WILLIAMS
BUILDING PAPER Aldent of the Albuquerque Oas, Electric
PAINT Covers more,
ways In stock. Plaster,
Light & Power company, is spending
looks best, wears longLime,
Cement, Paint,
est, most economical,
a few days in Albuquerque on business
Glass, Sash, Doors, etc.
full measure.
with the company.
C. A. Hudson, the painter, writes to
ALBUQUeRQUK. N. f.
rmsT
and
avk.
Mrs. Hudson that he is getting along
nicely at the Faywood hot springs, and
hopes to return to the city In a few
days pretty well cured of the rheuOUR COAL YARD
matism.
Is chock full of coal that will gladden
There Is a rumor In circulation that
your heart and warm your house
Ba ru urn & Bailey's big circus will be
when Its cold. Fill your bins for
here sometime in August. The Hudnext winter now and avoid the rush.
son Dill I'ostlng company, who keeps
LOOK
posted on such matters, cannot verify
American Dlock coal, the best Gallup
the report.
mined. Cerrillos Lump, the standard
The big annual summer clearance
heating coal. All sizes of bard coaL
sale Is now on at the Economist, and
the store was crowded today with
WOOD
shoppers. This store Is offeriug some'
Factory wood, $3.00 full load; Green
very attractive bargains and the laMill wood, (2.00 full load.
dies of Albuquerque are quick to take
Eureka White Lime.
advantage of them.
CQAL YARD.
HAHN'3
The friends of Fred M. O'Leary In
Auto Phone, 416.
Colo. Phone, 45.
Santa Fe, will be surprised and pleas
ed to learn of bis coming marriage to
Miss Virginia Ded worth, of Avalon,
THE BIG PARADE, JULY 29.
l'a. The wedding is to take place
within a few months after his returu
HBaaRSBBWBSSBSanBBEK0
DHALER IN
to his home In Pittsburg, for which
REDUCED PRICES
point be left last week.
on Dental Work. Plates, $8.00;
Denparty
composed of C. M.
A
Gold Crowns, $6.00;
Filling,
nison and family, Edward Goldsmith Groceries, Cigar and Tobacco, aiW
$1.00 up. Teeth extracted with,
All
Kinds
of
Albuquerque
Fresh
George
Purdy
Meat
left
and
out pain, 50c All guaranteed.
No. 100 North Broadway.
this afternoon for Denved. They will
exoverland,
trip
aud
make the entire
Corner Washington Arena.
pect to reach Denver iu about five Albuquerque,
Now Ifoxlo

NAME

smrrr

CHICAGO LUMBER

coal

WI.DRAGOIE

General Merchandise

weekB.

Albuquerque people, who are returning from their vacation la southern
California, bring back with them an
account of how Sheriff Thomas Hul-bepulled off his coat, rolled up his
sleeves, and heroically helped to save
the victims of the disaster to the gunboat Bennington at San Diego the
other day. The sheriff and a varty of
friends were at the fish market, near
where so many big fish are caught,
when the explosion occurred. A short
time afterward he was In the midst of
the rescuing party and did good

THE BIG PARADE, JULY 29.
BARGAINS

ll

B. F. COPP,
$45.00
No. 2, SMITH PREMIER
No. 2, SMITH PREMIER
60.00
No. 2, 8MITH PREMIER, (with
tabulator)
65.00
No. 1, SMITH PREMIER
30.00
BAR LOCK
40.00
HAMMOND, (good as new)
40.00
HAMMOND
25.00
No. 1, YOST
15.00
No. 1, YOST
20.00
OLIVER
20.00
These machines are all In good con-

MADE
THE FINEST BEVERAGE
IS IMPORTED MUNCHENER HOF dition and are bargain
at those figBRAW BEER, DIRECT FROM GER- ures.
GEO. 8. RAMSEY .
MANY. IT CAN BE SECURED AT
407 Wes Railroad avenue.
ON
WHITE
THE
ELEPHANT
DRAUGHT.
THE BIG PARADE, JULY 29.
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12, N. T. Armiio Bldf.
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Large
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The ECONOMIST

Attend the
Semi-Annu- al

Irresistible
Bargains In
Every Dep't

Albuquerque's Biggest, Brightest and Busiest Store

Clearance Sale

SIX DAYS BEGINNING
MONDAY, JULY 24th

HeaFgHnxsQ

QemSMimiiddosin

Tito

EVENING CITIZEN.

MAGNIFICENT BARGAINS THROUGHOUT OUR STORE
rE will demonstrate to you once again

I

that THE ONLY CLEARANCE SALE of the season is THE CLEARANCE SALE OF THE

A sale worthy of the name and one that 11 be attended not only by women of this City but by hundreds from the
country and neighboring towns. It's a Sale of unusual saving opportunities because we were never more desirous of reducing our
stocks, and prices have never been quite so low as they are for this sale. Irresistible bargains throughout the store, each and every
Clearance Sale shall prove the remedy. If you
department has been gone through and found to be overstocked. This
prompt
attention. Telephone orders, top, will be attended to
cannot attend this sale in person write us, your orders shall receive
promptly. But come to the store, you will enjoy shopping in the most comfortable and coolest store in town. The lowest of prices,
too, will be real refreshing to you. Do your shopping early m the day so as to avoid the afternoon rush.
ECONOMIST.

Semi-Annu- al

Alii
I

SI

V

VMlFiP.

SHIRTWAISTS

Facmating Figures

at

50c

75c

GOc

at

One-Thi- rd

$7

One-Ha-

Sterling Values

at

lf

and 1.25

th

p. 35 and $1.50

2 and 2.BO

VALUES

VALUES

VALUES

VALUES

One-Four-

l

7&
$3.50 Waists $1.75

$3.00 Waists $1.50
RVENING CITIZEN

WEALTHY AND FAMED FOR BEAUTY

rumiDuvu
By The Citizen Publishing Company.

BUT PREFERS HOME TO SOCIETY

0

Entered at poetofflce for
through the mails m second class
transmla-lo-

n

matter.

Bunion

nreir

i
PAPER OF
BERNALILLO COUNTY.
OFFICIAL PAPER OF
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE.
1

1

Associated' tress. Afternoon Dispatches.
L rCeat City and County Circulation.
The Largest New Mexico Circulation.
Largest Northern ArUona Circulation.

TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION.
Dally by mall. 1 year In advance IS.O0
Dally by mall, one month
SO
Daily by carrier, one month
.20
Daily by carrier, one week
w
Weekly by mail, one year
The Evening Citiren will be delivered In the city at the low rate of 20
cent per week, or for 0 cent per
month when paid monthly.
Rates for Advertising can be bad on
application.
by
Subscribers will confer a favornonImmediately of any
ootlnytng
delivery of the paper.
'fee

The Roswell Register says: J. P.
Church returned this morning from a
trip to Albuquerque, Santa Fe, EI
Paso and Pecos. He has been gone
eight days and had a delightful trip,
but at no point on the route did he
see a place that looks as good as

A

Vs--

r: ,

n
Cattle
company, of Grant county,
shipped ten cars of horses yesterday
to White & company, Denver, Colo.

.

A

post-offic-

Base Ball

ago

7 12

2

.031
R. H. E.

. 3 10

0

.482

ton

R.

H.B

. 7 10
3
. 1

Detroit
At

9

,794
R. H.E.
.

American League.
Detroit-Bos-

8 12

.

Philadelphia
At New York
Cincinnati
New York
At

For five years 1
was troubled with a
tumor, which kept

3

At Brooklyn
Brooklyn
St. Louis
At Philadelphia-Chic-

1
S

R. H.E.

Cleveland-Clevel- and

. 7

a

.16

Bte.B.F.Copp

0

4

Washington
R. H. E.
At St. Louis
6
. 6 13
St. Louis
15 2
.10
New York
Western League.
H. E.
Moines
At Pes
2
1
'
.
.
Omaha
1
3
Des Moines
American Association
as City
At St. Paul St. Paul-Kangame postponed on acouut of rai a.
At Milwaukee
2
Milwaukee
.. I
Minneapolis
At Indianapolis
.. 4
Indianapolis
.. 0
Columbus
Cholera infantum.
Kuth. the little daughter of E. N.
prwey, of Agnewvllle. Va., was seriously 111 ft cholera Infantum last summer.
"We gave her up and did not expect her
to Uvs from one hour to another," h
suys. "1 happened to think of Chamber.
Iain's yChollc, gutCholera and It Diarrhoea
from ths
a bottle of
itemed and
store. In five hours I saw a charms for
giving
it and
kept
on
the better. We
befor she had tuken the half of one
remedy
was
well."
This
small bottle she
Is for sals by all dealers.
u

VEGETABLES,
AND
FRUITS
FRESH EVERY DAY, AT MALOY'S--

Rlngland, like other forest assistants,
Forced to 8urve.
F. Leek, ot Concord, Ky., says: who have been assigned to the vari"For 20 years I suffered agonies, with ous reserves, will, under the direction
a sore on my upper Up, so painful some- of Superintendent Hlghtower, give his
times that I could not sat. After vainly attention to practical forestry in the
trying" everything else, I cured It with Lincoln forest reserve, and his stay
Uurklen s Arnica Halve.
It s treat tor will be of considerable length.
burns, cuts and wounds. At all drug- gists; only 26c
Three Good and Just Reasons.
The Silver City Enterprise says:
There are three reasons why mothers
Unitod States Marshal C. M. Foraker, prefer
One Minute Cough Cure: First,
of Albuquerque, was in the city last It Is absolutely harmless; Second. It
Friday and Saturday looking after tastes (food children love It: Third. It
CouRhs, Croup and Whooping
some matters connected with his of- cures wnen
other remedies rail. Sola
fice. This was Mr. Foraker's first
visit to the city In two years.
.lose
Aragon, foreman on the
Schroeder sheep ranch near Clayton,
Buy It Now.
was killed by lightning the other even
Now Is the time to buy Chamberlain's
Chollc, Cholera and Diarrhoea Hemedy. ing, as was also the team of horses
It Is certain to be needed sooner or lie was driving.
later and when that time romes you
will need It badly you will need tt
Ten thousand demons gnawing away
niitckly. Buy It now. H may save Ufa.
t ue lliuctl wursB
sals by all dealers.
ui me a itatn
than the tortures of itching piles. Yet
A. C. Rlngland, foiest assistant, ar- "iriu b a v uit?. utfitu s viuuiieiii never
rived in t'apitau the other day. Mr. tans.
B.

rr

fcAWom&DFeels
Depressed

It's the Liver.
,t

Dont fan u

got toKia,

your druB1!ist, a botti,
0f

HERBINE
ij t v"
in!?'!! u'?kly ''d sunJy rostoro tha
lo llK"r normal
iiuW wuaiau ulicr taklu th
,
uiai
50 Centa.
AJLL DRUGGISTS.

fc'V

funhdra't
vsj

Tl

n

All Work Absolutely Guaranteed

SG.OO
for

Gold

22-Kar- at

Crown
Dr. Wolfe, of Kansas City, will be
In assistance.
An
additional chair
will be added to the office.

SI.OO
and Upward

for

Fillirgs

ROOM 12 N.

r.

ARUIJO BUILDINO

Citizen want ad is a good

WRITTEN BYAN0TABLEW0MAN
ing Company. Drafts, checks and muste
MRS. RUDOLPH SPRECKELS.
and express money ordersof the
Mrs. Sarah Kellogg of Denver, Color
be made payable to the order
San Francisco, Cal., July 25. Mrs. the frivolttes of life Instead of the Bearer of the Woman's Relief Corps,
company.
serious
duties
wives
of
mothers,
and
more
Bends Thanks to Mrs. Plnkham.
Rudolph SpreckeU, who has
OUR TELEPHONES:
Mrs. Spreckels, who as Nellie Jollffe,
Bell. 1S- Automatic. 18S.
than once leen pronounced by fam- was numbered among society's gayThe following
ous artists of Europe to be one of the est of the gay. has devoted all of her
letter was written
most beautiful women of America, time since her marriage to her home
by Mrs. Kellogg,
sets an example to the devotees of and the care of her children. She
of 1628 Lincoln
gives
life.
personal
every
of
by
simplicity
to
m
attention
her
her
the
fasnion
H
:1
Are., Denver,
Cm
i
s?
In spile of the many temptations that detail of their bringing up, and is
Jolo. ,to Mrs. Fink
National League.
companion In all of
ham, Lynn.Mass. :
R. H.E. are offered to women oi oeauiy. their constant
At Boston-Bos- ton
UearMra. nnltnam:-2 wealth and social standing to accept their child 1st sports.
8.1U

,14
R. H.E.

Examination Free

so.oo

Com-mlAsio-

Lyons-Campbe-

INTERESTING LETTER

letters and remittances should
addressed to The Cfclsen Publish-

Full Set of Teeth

Smooth Article.

All

Pittsburg

A

I
ii i

50c

When you want a pleasant laxative
that 1' easy to take and certain to act.
use Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Tablets. For sals by all dealers.

The

j..UU
AUTO 'PHONE 451

Teeth Extracted
Without Pain

A boon to travelers. Dr. Fowler's
Extract of Wild Strawberry. Cures
seasickness,
diarrhoea,
dysentery,
nausea. Pleasant to take. Perfectly
harmless.
Engineer B. M. Hall left Roswell
for a business trip to Washington, D.
C, on matters pertaining to the reclamation work in this section of the
country. He will stop at Snyder,
Okla., to investigate some government
work at that place. He will visit his
former home at Atlanta, Ca., before
his return.

(Ilabel

T1UI313

tJJH.lV

OILERS

The Best
of Colorado

We are prepared to furnish on short notice all styleBof
The Scenic Features, the Mining
Centers, the Commercial Cities,
the Manufactories, the Smelting Interests, the Choicest .Agricultural
Lands, the Health and Pleasure
places, are all along or reached
most conveniently from the

Colorado Southern
Railway

Mrs. Sara
great mental depression. I was unable to attend to my house work, and life became a burden to me. I was eonnned for days to my bed,
lost my appetite, my courage and all hope.
i could not bear to turns, oi an operation,
and in my distress I tried every remedy which
I thouKUt would be of any use to ute, and
reading of the value of Lvdia E. Pinkbam's
Vegetable Compound to sick women
to give it a trial. I felt so discouraged that I
bad little boieor recovery, and when I began
to feel better, after the second week, thought
it only meant temporary relief; but to my
great surprise I fouud that I kept gaining,
while the tumor lessened in size.
" The Comiwund continued to build up my
general health and the tumor seemed to be
atisortied, until, in seven months, the tumor
was eutirely gone and I a well woman. 1 am
so thankful for my rexwery that I aak you
to publish my letter in newspniers, so other
women may know of the wonderful curative
powers of Lydia U. 1'iiik ham's Vegetable
Compound."
When women are troubled with Irreg-

Many of the best parts of the state
can be reached by no other railway.
Are you Interested in Colorado?
Send three cents In stamps for our
beautiful Illustrated book, "Picturesque Colorado," to
T. E. FISHER, Gen. Pass AgL.
Denver, Colo,

C
A

menstruation, weakness,
ular or painful
,

displacement or ulceration
feelof the womb, that bearing-dow- n
ing', inflammation of the ovaries, backache, flatulence, general debility, indigestion and nervous prostratiou, they
hhould remember there is one tried and
true remedy. Lydia B. 1'lnkham's Vegetable Compound at once removes such
trouble.
No other medieiue in the world has
received such widespread and unqualiNo other medicine
fied endorsement.
has such a record of cures of feiuale
buy any other
to
Refuse
troubles.
medicine:
Mrs. I'inkhara Invites all sick women
to write her for advice. She has (ruided
thousands to health. Address, Lynn,
leuoorrliu-a-

S
I

N
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Tuesday
Sunday, Monday,
and Wednesday
Evenings.
BELLES OF CORNEVILLE.
Thursday, Friday and Sat
urday Evenings,
Mr, Hobbs and Mr. Dobbs.
Admission .. .. 15c and 25c
Keserved seats on sale at O.
A. Matson's. 202 West Rall-roa- d
avenue.
Gardens open every afternoon.
Admission, free, except during matinees. Refreshments served by uniformed waiters.

BOILERS

Internally Fired Marine Type Boilers.
Cahall Water Tube Safety, and Return Tubular Boilers. Send us your
Specifications for Quotations.

The

Hendrie

&

Bolthoff Mfg. and Supply Co.

I62M639 Seventeenth St.,

Ima DENVER,

COLORADO

J

GRANDE
RIO SYSTEM

a

"Scenic Line of the World"
Shortest and quickest Una frem
Santa Fa to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springs, and all Colorado points.
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
all lines east and west. Time as quick
and rate as low aa by other lines.

r

I

PULLMAN
8LEEPERS,
DINING
CARS, TOURIST CAR 8, CHAIR

N

CARS.
On all through

0

Health is too valuable to risk In experiments with unknown and untried
medicines or methods of treatment.
Remember that it is Lydia G. l'inkham's
Vegetable Compouud that is curing
Born, to Mr.
Mrs. E. M. Ilrum
women, and don't allow any druggist back, in Silver and
City, Sunday morning,
to sell you anything-- else In its place.
a daughter.

trains.

No tiresome

delays at any station.
For Illustrated advertising
matter
or Information, address or apply to

Mass.

CASINO

PRESSUSE

&

CASINO
WADE
MU 8 I C A L S T.O C K CO.
Matinee Sunday at 3 p. m.
Mr. Hobbs and Mr. Dobbs.
15c
Admission

HIGH

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A., Denver, Colo.
A S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.

--

jr-
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CLASSIFIED ADS

"AMERICA'S SUMMER RESORTS,"
PROfESSlOHAUAROS
No. 3 of the New York Central's
"Four-TracNotv All elaaelfled dvsrtlssmsnta
Series," contains a careDENTISTS.
fully engraved map of the territory
or rather "liners" ens cant
word
from Denver to New York, Boston,
for each Insertion. Minimum charge
DR. J. E. KRAFT.
Montreal and Bar Harbor, with defor any classified advertleemante, 18
Dental Surgeon.
scriptions anil rates to a, large number
Rooms 16 and 1 Grant block, over cents per Issue. In order to lnur
of resorts. For a copy send a
Company.
the Golden
Dry Ooods
proper classification
all "liners'
stamp to George H. Daniels, General Both phones.RuleAppointments
mad by
should bs left at this office not later
Passenger Agent, Grand Central Sta- mall.
than S o'clock, p. m.
tion, New York.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
Office hours
No. Sue Railroad avenue
WANTED.
:V0 a. in. to 11 W p. m. : 1:30 p. m. to I
WANT
A
Ell
girl for general house
p. m. Telepkon 462. Appointment
nad
Wonder why peopfe worry this hot oy man.
work. 315 South Third street
weather, when they should place
WANTED
Three painters, highest
their trouble with ua. We secure powsrcs. C. A. Hudson.
LAWYERS.
sition aa well a find position.
WANTED
Competent woman
for
WE WANT AT ONCE
plain cooking and general houseBernard 8. Rodey.
2 waitresses, 2 waiter, one good cook
Albuquerque.
ATTORN
work. Inquire Matthews' Jersay
(for out of city), 1 second cook, 1 N. M. Prompt attention trlven to all
dairy.
profession.
business
pertainingto the
WAN 1 ED
dishwasher, 1 chamber maid, 2 girl Will
Gentlemen's second-banOf th terri
practice
In
court
ail
for housework, 3 painter, man to tory and before tbe United States land
clothing. No. 615 South First street.
take charge of horse, man to wash ottioa.
south of viaduct. Send address and
wagona, teamster, (for city work),
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
teamster FOR GRADE WORK, team- Ira M. Bond.
WANTED
dressmaker.
Professional
sters for lumber camp, laborers. ATTORN
82
street. N.
from New York, desires work by
bridge carpenters, bridge helpers all W Washington, u. k.. pensions, land.
day or will take work home. Ref
patents, copyright, cavlata, letter pat
ateady position.
erences, n. Kirk, 410 South Edith
A first-clas- s
ratchet setter, and a ent, trade marks, claims.
street.
first-cla- s
per
planer,
day,
$3
to
atari
from Lamy In return was made. The
SECURING RIGHT OF WAY
WANTED
Four carpenters; apply to
R. W. D. Bryan.
miles going, and Good position, (out of city). Married ATTORNEY-AT-LAmorrow morning at the corner of
FOR BELEN CUT OFF distance is thirty-siAlbuquerque,
man
preferred.
part of the road from this city to ArN. M. Office, First, national Bank bandNinth street and Slate avenue.
MEN
ing.
WANTED Permanent position by exRobert C. Reid. an attorney of royo Hondo was found in bad condi- For railroadTWENTY
work
"teamster
and
la
perienced stenographer and othce
Roswell, who is securing the rights tion. From Arroyo Hondo to Lamy borers.
E. W. Dobaon.
assistant. N. M. W., 40S South Secof way for the Kastern Railway of the road was fair.
ATTORNKY-AT-LACromOffice
ond street.
New Mexico, or the Santa Ke's Helen
well block, Albuuuerque, N. M.
Portions of the crown sheet and The Southwestern
cut off from Texico to Wlllard, Is reg- stay
Employment
bolts of engine 9062 which blew
FOR RENT.
is lstercd at. the Palace. Mr. Reid has up last Saturday morning near HanJohn H. Stlngle.
AGENCY
been in Texico and says that construc- cock, out west, show
ATTORNEY-AT-LAFOR
Two very cool, pleasant
RENT
16,
N.
T.
Suite
them to have Phone 195 Red Upstairs.
Armljo building-- Albuquerque. N. M.
tion of the road is progressing
rooms for light housekeeping, or
been
110
burned
to
melting
almost
South
Second
street.
the
working
parties
of
Grading
out
ly.
are
sleeping rooms for men. Mrs. H. E.
thus proving that low water
that place as far as sixty miles west, point,
Rutherford, 113 Iron avenue.
ARCHITECTS.
RAILROAD TICKETS.
was
the
cause
Immediate
of
fatal
the
posand pushing the work as fast as
FOR RENT A suite of three rooms,
Cut Ratea.
explosion.
securIn
very deslreahle for party of young
F. W. Spencer.
sible. He has had no trouble
a
For reduced rates to and from all
Rooms 7 Barnett building, Albuquer-rue- ,
ing the rights of way, the land owners
men. 713 West Copper.
The trial of Fred Eldrfdge, charged points go to Paulsen s Association
N.
It.
U6.
'phone
Automatic
being aware of the vast amount of with the forgery of a pass, will be held Railroad
rooms
FOR RENT Most desirable
Ticket
office.
Railroad
good and great advance to that section at San'Tlerdardino tomorrow Eldrldgeis tickets bought, sold end exchanged.
in city, single or ensuite, with table
V.
O.
Walllngford.
board. 713 West Copper.
which wlil come from the new line. alleged to have signed the name of
Room 2, First National Bank Build- FOR RENT Two nicely furnished
moves General Foreman J. W. Wood to a
At Wlllard the construction
ing,
Albuquerque,
New
Mexico.
cottage flats, one with piano. Apright along and It will be not many pass from Needles to Barstow. and to
ply 524 John street, east end of viamonths before trains will be running have sold it.
on
CONTRACTOR
&
Furniture,
BUILDER.
Organs,
Pianos.
Horses,
duct. Mrs. E. K. Noirls.
over the line. .Mr. Reid, when asked
wagons
and other Chattels; also on
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Butts, who have
about conditions in Roswell, said that
FOR 8ALE.
L,
A.
Morgan.
they were of the best, except that the been Jn Santa Fe for a visit to friends, SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE- CONTRACTOR
country there needed rain. When he left yesterday via the Denver and Rio CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as hlgfo nates cheerfully AND HITIT.rir.nui. FOR SALE Restaurant, in good lo
furnished; Job work
left there, several days ago, every- Grande for Tres Piedras, where Mr. as $200,000. Loans are quickly made
cation; will sell cheap for cash. AdAutomatlo 'phone 724; Uhop n
thing was dry and parched, but that if Butts is station agent m for that road.
dress or call at No. 207 Vi Gold aveand strictly private.
Time:
One North becond street. Albuquerque, N. M.
a
nue; upstairs, room 3.
'the rains which have been so general
month to one year given. Ooods to reDoyle,
formerly
Rlenard
Santa
Fe
a
In the northern part of the territory
FOR SALE Parlor chairs, rockers.
PHYSICIANS.
city, has re- main in your possession. Our rate
reached the lower Pecos valley all conductor out of this Ariz.,
bods, bedding, linens, pillows, lace
are
reasonable.
see
Call
turned
and
from
us
he
where
Douelas.
before
would be well.
stoves, carpets,
curtlns,
picture
C. H. Conner, M. D, D. O.
a a
has been for several months, and will borrowing.
frames, glass and Chlnaware. 706
Osteopathic
Dhvslclan
nurennn
and
again
a
urn
city.
out
take
of
this
NEW ROAD HAVING TROUBLE
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
South Arno.
President New Mexico Board of Osteo
IN GETTING MATERIAL
S. B. Grlmshaw, assistant to the gen- Steamship tickets to and from all pathy.
successfully
All
diseases
LOST.
parts of the world.
treated. Offlice Barnett building.
The St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & eral manager of the Santa Fe Central,
3 and 4, Grant Bldg.,
Rooms
LOST
9
A.
fan, trimmed
lllack
chiffon
2
2
L.
o
4.
Hours.
and
freight
Ttnth
to
traveling
and
Grimshaw,
tola.
in
difficulty
having
Pacific railroad Is
305 West Railroad Ave.
with gilt spangles and pearl hanphones. Sundays by appointment.
fioeuring ties, steel and material. J. and passenger agent of the same road,
dle. Return to The Economist and
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Vai Houten has given out the follo- have gone to El Paso on railroad Imsi- receive suitable reward.
Dr. J. E. Bronson.
OPKN EVENINGS.
wing statement at Raton concerning the ness.
LOST A white fox terrier, wearing
Homeopathic Physician.
"However, we are beginning
road:
17.
says:
Eye
Judge D. B.
W hiting Block.
The Needles
Room
Mack collar, with brass rivets in It.
If Just the same. Work at Gardner will Murphy of San Marcial. N. M., an old
NOTICE.
Return to Rothenherg & Schloss'
at once beg'n and running south froni railroad man, was In the city Thurscigar store and receive reward.
On and after August 1. the office of 0(X3CKXKKXXXXOOOletXXXXXXK
there we will be able to get our ties day, stopping off on his way to the
LOST Young Jersey cow, giving
the Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light
from Cimarron Canyon and acomplish Lewis-Clarexposition.
milk; bears no marks. Return to
& Power company, which has been lo
the building of the line with more
801 South Arno street, and receive
speed than we can if we wait to make
A number of the Indian school boys cated at the coiner of Railroad ave'
reward.
contracts with firms already over load- from Fort Mojave have come to New nue and Broadway, will occupy the
Fresh Meals and Sausages
ed with orders. Raton will benefit Mexico where they have been engaged rooms In the Gleckler block, at the
Indigestion Cured.
corner of Gold avenue and Fourth
materially certainly as soon as the to work In railroad construction.
There I no case of Indigestion. Dvs- a
a
a
Deniila or Stomach Trouble that will not
street.
road can reach here which time will
A Specially Fine Line
yield to the digestive and strengthening
G. H. Shone, the master mechanic of
"only be limited by physical ability to
innuenee or Kidol uyspepeia Cure. Thl
M.
Taber,
from
ranchman
Walter
the Santa Fe Central, who visited
perform the work.
remedy tnkea the strain off the stomach
near Glorleta, was in Santa Fe yes
Santa Fe Sunday has returned to
by digesting what you eat and allowing
UNION
It to rest until It growa strong again.
MARKET
Taos,
en
terday
SANTA
route
AT
to
FE
OFFICIALS
overland
I
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure affords quick and
expects
purchase
a
where
ranch
he
to
ENJOYING AUTO RIDES
permanent relief from Indigestion and
Santa Fe conductors R. F. Hays for the raising of sheep. Mr. Taber.
all
stomach trouble, builds up the ays-teGold
207 West
Awun
and eo puiifle that dlaease cannot
An automobile party consisting of and C. H. Stevenson have returned with bis wife and son, came to New
from
a
attack
trip
and train a foothold a when In
sulphur
to
hot
the
springs.
ago
Mexico
some
County
time
from
Phila
Otero,
Governor
Commissioner
PMONCB
BOTH
a
weakaned
by all
Bold
condition.
runs at once. delphia, Pa., for the benefit of their
Arthur Seligman, W. B. Martin and L. They will resume their
drug
glata.
m
oocxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Raby,
health.
Phlladel
Thomas
Hughes,
automoof
governor's
In
the
"A.
Traveling Freight Agent C. W. Cook phla. Is with them,
they are all
Dr. E. H. Sklpworth, of Roswell, has
bile, and Secretary Raynolds, Superthe Santa Fe, left for Santa Fe and making the overlaid and
trip.
recently been appointed one of the
intendent H. O. Rnrsum, Surveyor Oen. of
N.
Vegas today on business for the
PEACH
Las
CO.
&
board of managers of the big Hene- ral M. O. Llewellyn, in Secretary company.
One Dollar Saved Represent
Room 43 Barnett Building.
Raynold's machine, enjoyed an antoi
Ten
quln plantation at Jalisco, Chiapas,
m
m
m
Dollars Earned.
mobile trip to Laray yesterday, says
Mexiee.
Train No. 2, on the Santa Fe, today
The average man does not save to ex
REAL
ESTATE
the New Mexican. An average run of was run from here as a double-headeper
ten
earnings.
ceed
of
his
cent
He
A wheelman's tool bag isn't com
two hours from Santa Fe to Umy and owing to the unusually heavy traffic. mint spend nine
We have bargains In vacant lots and
dollar In living expenses for every dollar saved. Thl be Improved property. It will pay you to plete without a bottle of Dr. Thomas'
ing the case, he cannot be too careful see us before making purchases. All Electric
Oil. Heals cuts, bruises,
unnecessary expenses. Very often
stings, sprains. Monarch over pain.
Proposals for two brick buildings about
CLAIMS PRESS AGENTS'
a
few cents properly Invested, like buy- business Intrusted to us will receive
and sewer extension. Department of ing seeds for his garden, will save sev- prompt attention
eral dollars outlay later on. It Is the
CHAMPIONSHIP BELT the Interior, office of Indian Affairs. same
Duying cnamnerlnm
C nolle.
Washington, D. C, July 14, 1905. Seal- Cholerain and
Remedy.
It CLARKVILLE PRODUCE
GO
ed proiosals indorsed "Proposals for costs but a few Diarrhoea
cents, and a bottle of It
Buildings, etc., Santa Fe, N. M.," and In the house often eaves a doctor's bill
HAY,
GRAIN
AND FEED
several dollar. For sale by all deal'
addressed to the Commissioner of In- of
era.
Wholesale and Retail.
PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES AND BRUSHES
dian Affairs, Washington, D. C, will
HIDES, PELTS AND WOOL.
be received at the Indian office until
4
Nat Houston was brought In to Ron
2 o'clock p. m of Tuesday, August 22, wt'll from the plains suffering from a
J. B. McMANUS, Manager.
Palmetto Roof Paint stops all
1905, for fir iiishlng and delivering the severe bite on the hand by a vicious 602 South First Street Both Phones
leaks.
necessary matt rials and labor requir- horse. The animal caught the hand
One gallon Devoei' Paint covers
ed to construct end complete a dormi- about midway between the little finger
300 squars feet two coat.
tory and a lavatory, both of brick, and the thumb and badly lacerated It.
witti
plumbing, steam heat and electj
riRE
ric light and an extension of the sewer
LEATHER,
HARNESS.
SADDLES,
ETC.
INSURANCE.
system, at the Santa Fe school, N. M.,
Secretary
Mutual
Building
Associa
in strict accordance with the plans,
tlon. Office at 1. C. Baldrldgei 409
specifications and Instructions to bidW. RAILROAD AVE
"
Lumber
Yard
ders, which may be examined at this
,
V
office, the offices of the Improvement
CLAIRVOYANT.
Bulletin, Minneapolis. Minn., the Construction News, Chicago, 111., the New
Mrs. Alice Cobura Hayward, clairMexican. Santa Fe. N. M.; The Citizen,
voyant and business medium, 120
LIVERY, SALE. FEED AND
Albuquerque, N. M.; the Republican,
South Arno street. Office hours: 10
Denver, Colo.; the Journal, Kansas
TRANSFER STABLES.
to dally. Evenings snd Sundays by
City, Mo., and the Arizona Republican,
appointment.
4
Horses
and Mules bought and exchang
Phoenix, Arizona; the Builders and
Traders Exchanges at Omaha, MilwauThe original Spanish hair tonic, ed. Address W. L. Trimble & Co..
kee, St. Paul, and Minneapolis, the are caused by Indigestion.
Hermoso pelo, (beautiful hair.) Posi Albuquerque, New Mexico.
If you eat
Nonhwestern Manufacturers' Associa- little too much, or if you are subject
BEST TURNOUTS IN
to tlvely stops falling hair In one applica
tion, St. Paul. Minn.; the Board of
of Indigestion, you have no doubt tion; cures dandruff always, and is a
THE CITY.
San Francisco.- Cal., July 25. Cali- Trade. Durango, Colo.; the U. S. In- attacks
perfect
dressing
gentlemen
for
and
of
breath, rapid heart beats,
SECOND STREET,
BETWEEN RAILROAD
advertised state in dian Warehouse, 2ir South Canal bad shortness palpitation
fornia is t!.- I
per
lauies'
60
hair.
For
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sale
at
of
or
the heart
Hamilton Wright, the St.; Chicago, 111.; C02 South Seventh heartburn
the Union,
AND
Agents
bottle.
COPPER
Indigestion
AVENUES.
410
wanted.
causes
the stomach te
press manager oi the California Pro- St.; St. Louis, Mo.; 815 Howard St., expand swell,
South Edith street.
up against the
and
puff
organthe
committee,
central
motion
Omaha, Ncbr., and 119 Wooster St., heart. This
SOUTHWESTERN TOILET
the heart and interization of loi chambers ii commerce New York City, and at I'e school. For fere with itscrowd
action, and in the course ef
SPECIALTY CO
j
Cali-in
associations
development
and
Albuquerque, N. M.
farther Information upp'v to Clinton time the heart becomes diseased,
fornla, claims the record or being tbe J.
Dealers In
Crandall, Santa Fe, N. M.
410 South Edith street
F.
most clever publicist of the kind in I.arrabee, acting commissioner. C.
GROCERIES, PROVISIONS,
HAY,
the world.,
SUMMER SCHOOL.
GRAIN AND FUEL.
Wright's Job consists of advertisOf Albuquerque Business College.
Women love a clear, healthy com
ing California- nd indirertly, of bring plexion. Pure biood makes it. BurIn addition to regular work we will Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquor
ing his organization into public notice dock Blood Bitters makes pure blood.
and Cigars.. Place your orders
have Review Classes for teachers' cer
for this line with u.
and prominence. During the past year
tificate, high school, graded school,
he has written 32 Illustrated articles,
Spanish courses. Opens Monday,
and
OFFICIAL
MATTERS
digest
eat,
you
what
takes the atraln off
NORTH 7 HIRD STREET.
averaging 2,000 words in length, which
12.
of the heart, and conthbutaa nourishment, June
have appeared in publications whose
Ten weeks for $10. for any course.
strength
organ
and
health
to
every
of
th
70,400,000 Appointment of River Commissioner.
aggregate circulation
is
For further particulars address
body. Cure Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour
copies. Wright has induced hundreds
Governor Otero appointed .lose Ri- Stomach,
RAMSAY & ALLMAN.
Inflammation
of
mucous
the
of eastern journals to devote numbers vera of Pen a Planea, Sandoval county, membranes lining the Stomach
Gleckler Block, Corner Fourth street
Digesand
solely to California. Although a con- to be river commissioner for that tive Tract, Nervous Dyspepsia
and Gold Avenue.
and CaUrrb
stant smoker, he states that tobacco county vice Juan A. Garcia, deceased. of th Stomach,
has not affected bis nerve. Incident- Appointed Trustee of Deaf and Dumb
MRS. C. GRANNIS.
' Alter eating, my
ally, the correctness of his many art-- '
feed weuld distress m by making
Institute.
htart ptipltits and I would btcoms vtry waak.
Invites you to lnsnect her fine line
icles has never been questioned.
Governor Otero reappointed Grant mj
Finally I fat s bottla ol Kodol and it gar mm
of fancy goods, Ilardanger, French
Rivenbtirg, of Santa Fe. a member of
Aftar tiling a law bottle I am curad.
OFFICE AND FACTORY
embroideries, Battenburg
MRS. LORINQ NICHOLS, Psnn Yao, N. T. and wool
Colic,
Chamberlain's
Cholera and the board of trustees of the institute
for the Deaf and Dumb in the city of I had stomach treubla and was In s bad state I and crocheted poods, nnfa nlllowa tea
Diarrhoea Remedy The Beit
4I2 West Copper Avenue
in Existence.
Santa Fe, to succeed himself. Mr. had haart trouCIa with IL I look Kodol Dytpapait cloths, collars and cuffs and Batten- ourg patterns, iiany caps, Aignans
T. M. Wood, manager of the White Rivenburg's commission for the term Cur ter about lour OMOlht ana II curad me,
D. KAUBLB. Nevada,
and opera shawls, ladies' fine underCounty News, Beebe, Ark., Is a repre- just finished by him having expired.
wear made to order and children's
sentative southern business man, who
Notaries Public Appointed.
doe not hrititute In expressing his good
clothing a speciality. Room 36, BarThe following notaries public have Ditfests
opinion of a well known remedy. He
Phones, Auto 108; Colo. Black 26S.
says, "It gives me pleasure to recom- been appointed by Governor Otero:
nett building, Albuquerque, N. M.
mend Chamberlain's Chollc, Cholera and Anaclto Uustamante,
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at Ik. L
tullu aatotu,
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San
myaa
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Remedy,
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Oa., Calraaa,
yi.l ar aa a alt.
self and In my family with the best re- iguel county; R. M. Jackson, Alamo
thp
nuttinir out ''il null f,ililiri stiiiu-lnsults. In fact I believe It to lie the best gordo, Otero county; J. F. Hunt, Rosremedy of the kind In existence.
Sold well, Chaves county;
peculiar advantages possessed by
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WE'VE A MAN ON THE SPOT
To measure your windows when you
need stiades. We have the largest
stock of shade cloth In the city and
pay especial attention to large and
odd size shades for stores and dwellings. Lot us figure with you. Also
a complete line of Carpets, Hugs, Linoleums, Lace Curtains, Couch Cover,
and Cafe and Tapestry Portieres.
J. D. EMMONS,
Successor to Futrelle Furniture Company, corner of Coal Avenue and
Second Street. Auto, 'phone, 474.
Bell 'phone, 155.
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ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE GO.

,

PLUMBERS

TINNERS

4th Street and Railroad Avenue

WANTED

TOOLS

d

BTARRETT'S MACHINIST TOOLS
ATKINS SAWS
STANLEY PLANES
JENNINGS & IRWIN BITS
MAY DOLE HAMMERS

r

Sporting Goods
RIFLES
WINCHESTER RIFLES
WINCHESTER SHOT GUNS
COLTS REVOLVERS
SMITH & WESSON REVOLVERS
AMMUNITION, ALL KINDS
SAVAGE

,

HARNESS

Money to Loan

AND

SADDLES

MEN'S SADDLES
LADIES' SADDLES
BOYS' 8ADDLE8 .
TEAM HARNESS
BUGGY HARNESS
BRIDLES, WHIPS
STRAP WORK, ETC, ETC

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE GO.

'

Furniture

TRY OUR

k

AND

Crockery

rn

r,

Thos. F. Keleher

If
J( Jt?f
J&s

X

verything Needs
About tbe House.

BORRADA1LE & CO., 117 COLD AVENUE,

mmmmmvKsmmmm
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Ctiackering
The buyer of a CHICKERLNO PIANO can never have anv rearet
over his purchase, for te 'will never find a Piano of another make that will
compare in tone (with the one he has.
To be sure they cost a little more than other good Pianos, but that
Is tbe inevitable result when you get tbe best.

Pianos

WE ARE SCLE AGENTS FOR THE OHICKERINO

WHITSON MUSIC CO,
(Easy Payments)

A. E. WALKER,

I

J

W.LTrimble&Cc

Toti

&

7

A, W. HAYOEN

What You Eat
rn4

i'

KILLthi
Dr.

Saf-for-

o

Nov

couch
ling's

Discovery

We are now prepared to flgur on cement walks. We use first
lass material and employ competent workmen which Justifies us In giving you a positive guarantee. Our price will
eompare favorably with reeponalble competition.

i

iiiuiiAULiu

'

Cirrmun

at UMj

AUTOMATIC PHONE 711

LOW RATE

Gradi,

Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure

a

CEMENT SIDEWALKS

EXCURSIONS
TO LOUISVILLE, Ky., DENVER. COLORADO
SPRINGS AND PUEBLO, Colo., CHICAGO ST.
LOUIS. MEMPHIS, KANSAS CITY, AND ALL
POINTS NORTH AND EAST . .

....

'

VIA

Contractor anil Builder

El Paso Nortfieastefn
and
Rock Island Systems

ALBUQUEKQUEiN.M,

LIBERAL RETURN LIMIT
Fastest Schedules
Finest Equipment
DOUBLE DAILY SERVICE

Commercial

Hotel

Dining Cars all the Way
Fir further

Short Line East

Information

call or address

e

6. P. A., E. P.
System, El Paso Tex

V. R. STILOS,
N, E.

$4.50

A pleasant surprise party may be
Slven to your alumurh and liver by
taking- a nie1lrliiH which will relieve
their- pain and discomfort, vis: Dr.
KingNew Life 1111a. They are a most
wonderful remedy, affording-- sure relief
and cure fur headache, dlszlnes
and
constipation.
Zic at all drufgleU.

while sinking a well for Chris Otto
out alK)ut three miles northwest
of
Clayton.

When you rind It necessary to us
solve use IeWltt's Witch iiuiol Salve.
It Is the pureHt and
for Bore,
Hums, - Bolls. Kcsema. lillnd, Bledlng,
O
Hrotudlng
ltchlnaor
Get
illee.
the genCharlie Sunday and Lex Wamsley uine DeWItt
Witch Hud Slva. Bold
reiiort having found considerable oil by all drucgiat.
bc-x-t
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the line

Local and
Personal
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Partly cloudy tonight and Wedneswith local thunder showers.
day,
Warmer.

FASHIONABLE

No.
No.
No.
No.

TIES FOR

Santa

them

If you buy

white

of

Canvas;

Patent Colt
Tlee for every occasion, from the light airy stylet for dress to the
stout Oxfords for outdoor exercise.
$1.60 to $2.00
Black Dongola, McKay sewed
Patent

Kid and

Black Vicl Kid, Hand turned
Black Vicl Kid, Hand welt

$2.75

to

$3.00

$2.60 to $3.60

lack Patent Kid or Patent Colt
Tan Vicl Kid, light or extension soles

$2.76 to $3.60

I

$2.25 to $3.00

DEPENDABLE FOOD
PRODUCTS.
Are those that have stood the test
of practical experience. In this respect the groceries we sell are above
even the breath of suspicion. No
brand that is at all questionable In
quality can find a place In our store.
Patron favoring us with their orders
g
can depend on us absolutely for
the best in quality, the
best In flavor and the best In nutrition.
furn-lnshrn-

F. F. TROTTER
No.

118

and

8outa Second

120

St

WAS A GREAT REPUTATION.
The) Clarkvllle coal we sell princi-

pally, like the Father of Hla Country,
reputation second to none, and
aa
rou know. If you've tried it, that It's
the best ever burned. Its freedom

qualfrom impurities, lta
ities and our fairness as to weight and
delivery, entitle us to your patronage.
Remember we guarantee 2,000 pounda
absolutely In every ton leaving our
ymrd. We also handle all kinds of
i mill wood, mountain wood and kind-fling.
free-burnin- g

a. m.

Ke

this morning.

are the

General Storekeeper Custers, of the
Santa Fe Pacific, who visited his
family,
sojourning
at
Coronado
beach, returned to the city last night.
A.. W. Hadley, brother of Mrs. Dr.
Leavel, arrived in Silver City last
week from his home In Jones, La.,
and will remain indefinitely as the
guest of Mrs. I.eavels.
Superintendent James K. .Alien, of
the Indian school, retuined this
morning from Laguna, where he has
been for a couple of days on official
business
Mrs. John H. Myers and children,
family of a well known hardware
clerk, left this morning for St. Louis,
wnere they will visit relatives
and
friends nntil September.
Charles A. Spless, a well known at
torney of Las Vegas, was In the city
between trains this morning on his
way from a trip to El Paso on legal
business.
Assistant United States District At
torney B. L. Medler went to Santa Fe
this morning and attended to legal
matters there today. He expects to
return home tonight.
Charles Helsch, who has been In
business off and on here for the past
fifteen years, is suffering with the
rheumatism, and Is arranging to leave
In a few days
for the Jemez hot
springs, where he will take the hot
baths for a couple of weeks.
F. E. Dunlavy, of fhe Dunlavy Mer
cantile company, with stores along
A Bargain.
have 25 dozen new four spindle
wood seat chairs which I will dispose
of in dozen lots at the ridiculous low
price of $8.60 per dozen. Inquire of H.
8. Knight, auctioneer.
I

John S. Beaven
r
Both phones.
--

the west, 6:45 p. m.

the west, 7:65

proud parents of a bouncing baby boy
born lust Sunday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Anderson left
this morning for a short outing in the
Sandia mountains.
Hon. T. B. Catron, one of the most
prominent and widely known members
of the bar in the Southwest, spent a
day in Silver City on legal business.
Gregory Page, a prominent business
man of Gallup, has gone to Portland
to take tn the big exposition for a few
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Palmer, of North
First street, have returned to the city
after a short stay at a ranch near
Camp Whitcoml).
Miss
Mae
Urehcrton, of Gallup,
went to Ocean Park last week to visit
with her cousin, Miss Maud Brether-ton- .

here.
of

the east, 7:30 p. m.
the east, 10:30 p. tn.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Strong

Not necessarily expensive to be trim and comfortable

others

1, from
7, from
8, from
2, from

'

Mr. and Mrs. Warren Graham have
returned from an outing at tbo Jemez
hot gpitngg.
W. A. Hayer, private secretary to
W. H. Andrews, was a passenger for

WOMEN,..

Some of them are made of soft Vicl Kid, some

OF TRAINS."

ARRIVAL

.1

or the Santa Fe Contra!, after
upending several days in Albuquerque
on business with the wholesale merchants, returned to Santa Fo today.
This mornlne In police court, four
victims faced his honor, Judge Crawford. The Jii.Irc was In good splrlU,
however, and the prisoners, four in
with
number, who were charged
vagrancy, wre told to get work or
get out of town.
Manager and Mrs. W. H. Cheatham,
who made a flying business trip to
Kansas Citv and Chicago, returned
to the citv" last night. During Mr.
Cheatham's absence. Superintendent
John Stein was in charge of the handsome railroad hotel. Mr. Stein will
now return to his headquarters at
Las Vegas.
E. W. Fee, the South Second Street
feed' dealer, lost one of his valuable
horses last nUht. The animal, while
being taken to the stable after the
day's work was over, stumbled and
fell, breaking nn f I" forelegs. The
animal was shot to put it out of lta
misery.
Misses N'ellte and Iluth Raster,
(laughters of Dr. and Mrs. J. P. Raster, of Topeka. Kan., Joined their sister, M88 Iiuise Raster, here last
night. All three young ladles are
now the guests of Miss Estella Luthy.
They will remain during the week,
and probably return to their Topeka
home Saturday evening.
The Albuquerque Gas, Electric
Light & Power company will move
Into its new offices at the corner of
Fourth street and Gold avenue, the
middle or next month. Workmen are
now Imsy putting In a plate glass
front along the Fourth street side of
the office, and when all in completed
the company will have one of the
handsomest offices in the city.
The Citizen received this morning
"Mr. and
the following Invitation:
Mrs. Jacob Flaming cordially Invite
yourself and family to attend the celanniverebration of the twenty-fiftsary of their wedding on Tuesday
evening, July 25. 1905, at 9 o'clock,
at former K. of P. hall. Gold avenue,
between First and Second streets, Albuquerque, N. M."
Lloyd C. Hennlng, manager and editor of the Winslow Mall, is on t"ne
trail of a printer named W. M,
and has written this office
to ascertain if he, (McCllntock), was
here. Mr. Hennlng says that McClln-toc- k
obtained some money from him
in a manner that he does not approve of. The printer wanted, arrived in Albuquerque about ten days
ago, solicited work at this office, and
after receiving a permit to work from
the local typographical union, (behaving no card), flew 4he town, although
he positively agreed to show up for
work. It Is understood from the local printers, that McCllntock has gone
to Roswell.
A few days ago Mrs. A. V. Skinner,
wife of the chief clerk at the grocery store of J. A. Skinner, left for
Creede, Colo., in response to-- a telegram that her father, Hon. Jesse
Humphrey Lewis, was dangerously
111.
reached his bedMrs. Skinner
side Just a few moments after death
had closed his eyes. The deceased
was a prominent citizen of Creede,
and served three terms as county
Judge of Mineral county, Colorado.
For several years he was editor ana
proprietor of the Creede, Colo., News.
His death occurred Saturday noon,
July 22.

THE BIG PARADE, JULY 29.
Do your feet hurt? There are many
people who are afflicted with tender
feet, caused by hard floors, sldewalkB,
and pavements.-- - We have a line of
shoes, oxfords and Juliettes built on
purpose to give Immediate and permanent relief to this complaint. Call
and examine them at C. May's Shoe
Store, 314 West RallroaJ avenue.

'

THE

BIG

Baking Powder

Tremendous

GUARANTEED

Price Reductions on all Men's and Boys'

Pure and Healthful

SHOES

as demonstrated by eminent eketnlsta and
physicians, who testify that food prepared
with It la absolutely free from roobelle salts,
lime, alum and ammonia

SAVU THB COUPONS.

THE

EVERITT,

BIG

O. W. STRONG'S SONS,

RUGS-

-

Call

furniture.WARE,

linoLEUM, DINNER

Corner Second and Copper Avenue.

ana

are

and
our

Leading Jeweler,
RAILROAD AVENUE

FQUND

WORKS.

j j

ALBUQUERQUE, NLW

Co.
The Albuquerque
handles any old thing. Call
110 West Gold avenue. Au- fS No.
tomatlo phone 362. Bell 'phone
f 155 black.
'

All $2 Shoes, now

IE o

SIMON STERN
THE RAILROAD AVENUE CLOTHIER

PL QJJEVUBBEHl, bod

GOODS Display eo

Wholesale and Retail Hardware

t

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings
HOSE, Belting, Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps

Harness, Saddles, Leather,
Ranch Supplies

,
lOR
v.
i.
...Largest Stock in the Southwest...
;

1 13-- 1

1S-- 1

....WRITE

v

IT South

PRICES....

rirtt Street

rirtt Street

Screen

PLUMS
For Jelly
and
Canning
251bs. - - - $1.00
FARM,

.

40 1 - 403 North

-

Doors,

Just received a carload of scrsans

doors, all sizes and new designs.
Call on us for Lumber, Glass, Paints,
Oils

and

Cement Also for

REX

FLINTKOTE ROOFINQ.
ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER

CO.

Successor to John A. Leo.
First and Marquette.

'Phone 397

Automatic 'Pboat

&

Proprietors- -

&

Wm.

Mcintosh
Colorado Phono 197

WHOLESALE

days at

12

shipment

of

Mowers and Repairs

a few

Suits that we are

per suit.

Agrents for

Colt's Revolvers
and Automatic Pistols
Winchester Rifles
Shotguns.Ammunition

Studebaker

Binders, Tedders.

W&slrfnm
I2t

S.

Co, '9

Sooooa St.

R ETA I

HARVESTING MACHINES

o'clock lk

We've just received a midsummer
ht

...HARD WARE.se

Wagons

Wiss Scissors
and Shears

Reapers, Hay Rakes
and Headers.

Wott Cold Avo.

190 "
150 "

tmimtnminnmmminmimmS

183.

degrees.

down

annoyance.

3So jLvo

?290 2

Store will close Satur-

It will cost you nothing to inspect them and may save you money and

119

7

and reopen 6 p. m,
during July and August

ficient to keep one's temperature

$15.00

13

the

DEERINC

of being Summery and correctly attired is suf

$8.00

V

307 West Railroad Avenue.
Oa, or Night
Bsth 'Phones.

is such that the mere knowledge

to

J

All $2.50 and $3. Shoes, now

now per

in Our Sample Rooms

CHAS. F. MYERS- -

HUMAN NATURE.

offering from

W. L. Douglas excluded

Successors to Edwards A Fuehr,

MEIICO

Light-weig-

and$4 Shoes

3 palr

J. POST

m

Undertaking Company,

AND, MILL

A

iuurrriTYf
ittiti
Transfer
at
f
The Fuchr

SPECIALTY.
Fsusdry East Side of Batlroid Track
MACHINERY

R, P. HALL Proo.

MINING

ON

'

All $3.50

Only

Steam and Hot Water Heating
Call and Examine
BE AT IF UL

.

any

J

Night

FORGET

IltlltTtlltlltltTt

Iron and Brats Cast in gw Ore, Coil and
Lumber Cant Shaftings! Pulleys, Grids
Ban, Babbit Metal) Columns and Iron
Fronts for Building. J J J J J J
REPAIRS

D0N7

Saturday

Subscribe for The Evening CItlien.

DON'T FORGET.
ice cream social TueS
Rnelallst
The
rinv .Tniv 2K 1f)S. in the Wloman's
club Tooms, Commercial Club building, from 2 p. m. to 9 p. m. Everybody invited.
.IVES, THE FLORIST.
Fresh Cut Flowers.

"1

"

THE BIG PARADE, JULY 29.

GLECKLER'S
You know the celebrated "Karpeu" goods as far as you can see them.
and see good Leather Furniture, and p lenty of it.

.

PARADE, JULY 29.

'

Watches, lewejry and Silverware

i

Every pair of Shoes sold during this sale
absolutely guaranteed to give Satisfaction. Prices in effect until

AUCTION.
Thursday afternoon, July 27, at 1:30
o'clock, sharp,, at the home of Mrs.
L. Bauer, 635 South Arno street, I
will sell at public auction the handsome furnishings of her Ave room
home, consisting In part of kitchen
cabinet, range, dishes, refrigerator,
utensils, oak dining table, leather bottom dining chairs, rockers, parlor furniture, two folding beds, a $40 mahogany chiffonier and a $20 chiffonier,
a $40 mahogany dresser, wash stands,
three iron beds with brass trimmings,
pictures, lamps,
matresses, springs,
Axmlnster rugs, both large and small;
a $75 Singer sewing machine, etc. Wee
goods Wednesday
before the sale.
This is a chance to get One furniture
at your own price, as everything will
positively go to the highest bidder.
H. S. KNIGHT, Auctioneer.

FEE'S SUMMER TAFFY AT WAL
TON'S DRUG STORE ONLY.

Diamonds arc always in order. We can talk Diamond to you at
time. They are an investment, and a good investment at the prices we
telling them. We have tome exquisite Diamond Brooches, Solitaire Rings
Studs, and wt are really telling them very, very cheap. Take a look in
store and price them.

Now in Force

25 Ounces for 25 cents

PARADE, JULY 29.

DIAMONDS

Itftb

TUESDAY, JULY 25, 1905.

Eclipse Wind Mills

.WRITE FOR PRICES.
Mail Orders Solicited and Promptly

Filled

Albuquerque, New Mexico,

v

'.

